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#CAMPUSSCENE

University of Memphis sophomore Jacob Krupp isn’t planning on becoming an astronaut or
astronomer (at least any time soon), but that doesn’t keep him from contemplating the phases of
the moon in instructor Samuel Mensah’s astronomy lab. Krupp, an international business major
who will be studying French overseas this semester as part of a Study Abroad program, says, “I’m
still not exactly sure what I want to do for a career, but I figure with a combination of interests in
business, entrepreneurship, economics and foreign culture, a degree in international business will
not only lead me to success in today’s increasingly globalizing business world, but will also help me
find a career that I love doing every day.” As far as the astronaut part? “I never dreamed of being an
astronaut, but I’ve always been interested in how the stars and planets were used to track time and
other things in ancient times.” (Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear alumni and friends
of the University:

EDITOR
Greg Russell (MS ’93)
grussll@memphis.edu

Over the past two years, the University of Memphis
has worked hard to make our campus an inviting
environment for our military veterans. Soldiers
returning from combat and deployment often
face serious challenges while transitioning back to
civilian life. In 2014, the University established the
Veterans Resource Center which provides support
services for veterans and military students, as well
as space to study and socialize. Last summer the
University was one of 11 colleges selected to
receive the Veteran Reconnect Grant, a competitive
award aimed at improving the success of veterans
enrolled in Tennessee colleges and universities. The $93,274 award is enabling the
UofM to establish a Student Veteran Support Team, provide dedicated internships for
veterans and offer training to faculty and staff on the issues and concerns specific to
these students.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Gabrielle Maxey (BA ’80)
gmaxey@memphis.edu
DESIGN
Richie Weaver (BFA ’08)
Ben Hampton (BFA ’09)
Zoe Vu (BFA ‘15)
PHOTOGRAPHY
Rhonda Cosentino
Casey Lissau
WRITERS
Bobby Hall
Anita Houk
Mike O’Kelly (BA ‘03)
Ginger H. Porter

As a result of our efforts, the UofM has received the designation of “Military Friendly
School” year after year by Victory Media. Victory Media identifies “institutions that
exhibit leading practices to support military students.” In the pages of this magazine,
several of our military students and alumni describe their experiences in their own
words. Their stories are gripping, sometimes intense, and offer a glimpse into what
military personnel encounter while in combat.

PRESIDENT
Dr. M. David Rudd
VICE PRESIDENT OF
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Tammy Hedges

Also in this issue, you will read about the fantastic contributions that two of our
benefactors have made to the UofM. Both Michael Cook, whose support has pushed
the Fogelman College of Business and Economics to new heights, and William Huff,
a longtime philanthropist of the Art Museum of the University of Memphis, are
featured.

MISSION
The University of Memphis is a learner-centered metropolitan
research university providing high quality educational
experiences while pursuing new knowledge through research,
artistic expression, and interdisciplinary and engaged
scholarship.
The University of Memphis is one of 45 institutions in the
Tennessee Board of Regents system, the sixth largest system
of higher education in the nation. TBR is the governing board
for this system, which comprises six universities, 13 twoyear colleges and 27 Colleges of Applied Technology. The
TBR system enrolls more than 80 percent of all Tennessee
students attending public institutions of higher education.
The University of Memphis’ name, seal, logos and Tigers are
registered marks of the University of Memphis and use in any
manner is prohibited unless prior written approval is obtained
from the University of Memphis. The University of Memphis
Magazine (USPS-662-550) is published three times a year by
the Division of External Relations of the University of Memphis,
303 Administration Building, Memphis, TN 38152-3370.
Periodical Postage paid at Memphis, TN 38152.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.

Driven by
doing.
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We introduced you to our new football coach, Mike Norvell, in our spring issue. This
issue, with basketball just around the corner, we give you a behind-the-scenes look
at new basketball coach Tubby Smith and his plans to return the basketball program
to national prominence.
These are exciting times at the University of Memphis. We just completed a recordbreaking year in fundraising, having secured $38.5 million in total commitments
during the fiscal year that ended June 30, compared to $36.7 million in fiscal year
2015. Alumni donor participation is also at an all-time high. We are very appreciative
of your generous and continued support.

Go Tigers!

M. David Rudd
President
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

University News

A partnership between the Scheidt School of Music and the Memphis Symphony Orchestra
will ensure that the UofM is a premier music education destination in the nation.

Partnership creates premier music destination
The University of Memphis and
the Memphis Symphony Orchestra
(MSO) have created a unique
partnership to create the premier

destination in the Mid-South for music
training and performance, music outreach
and arts-centered, cross-sector community
development.
“This unprecedented partnership will bring
wonderful opportunities for both our students
and our faculty in the UofM Rudi E. Scheidt
School of Music,” said UofM President M. David
Rudd. “I believe the collaboration will become
a model for future relationships between
professional symphonies and universities
across the country. The University of Memphis
is fortunate and honored to be partnered with
the Memphis Symphony Orchestra. It’s great
for the city, great for the symphony and great
for the University.”
The Memphis Symphony Orchestra in
Residence at the University of Memphis will
offer a series of world-class symphonic music
on campus, while retaining a presence at
The Cannon Center. These performances at
the UofM will create a rich opportunity for
students, faculty, patrons and all citizens of

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

the Mid-South to experience the full range of
musical offerings created by the partnership.
“This is a game-changer for the MSO,”
said Gayle S. Rose, chair of the board. “We
bring a wealth of professional musicians from
across the globe, a 62-year history of artistic
excellence and an industry-leading community
engagement program to the table to join forces
with the UofM Rudi E. Scheidt School of Music
and a dynamic student-centered environment,
allowing both of us to innovate in ways we
could not separately.”
“I am happy for the serendipity of timing,
that I get to take the artistic helm with so
much good news abounding,” said Robert
Moody, MSO’s incoming principal conductor.
“New artistic leadership, new educational and
civic partnerships – an incredible new chapter
ahead for all of us.”
The collaboration also will position Memphis
as a hub for arts-centered social innovation.
The Institute for the Arts, Social Enterprise
and Entrepreneurism will engage the MSO,
UofM faculty and students, and community
partners in developing arts-centered solutions
for two sectors: business and government. The
Institute will also provide practical, problemsolving services in Memphis and catalog

the city’s efforts to utilize arts and culture as
catalysts for social change.
“The magnitude of potential in classical
music and the arts as a whole surrounding this
partnership has all the MSO family swirling in
possibility,” said Jen Bradner, interim CEO of
the MSO.
“The UofM-MSO partnership re-establishes
the close ties that helped sustain each
organization in its formative years,” said John
Chiego, director of the Rudi E. Scheidt School
of Music. “It promises to allow both to attain
new heights of national and international
prominence. This is a great collaboration for
our students, our program and for all music
in Memphis.”
Brett Egan, president of DeVos Institute
of Arts Management and consultant to the
MSO, noted, “The partnership is central to a
comprehensive MSO strategy for a sustainable
future. MSO is back on track and, through the
partnership, ideally positioned to add value
across Memphis’ public and private sectors.
The MSO’s body of professional musicians
will complement the world-class faculty at the
UofM School of Music, creating a one-stop
shop for aspiring musicians in the Mid-South.”

FA L L 2 016
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Journalism students find Olympic gold
Fourteen journalism students from the
University of Memphis traveled to Rio de
Janeiro this summer to cover the Olympic
Games. The UofM was one of only two
universities (along with the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill) to have an agreement
with Rio’s Olympic Organizing Committee to
bring students there as interns.
Dr. Roxane Coche, assistant professor in the
UofM’s Department of Journalism and Strategic

Hearst grant
boosts First
Scholars
The University of Memphis has received a
$100,000 grant from The Hearst Foundations
for the First Scholars program.
The Hearst Foundations identify and fund
outstanding nonprofits to ensure that people
of all backgrounds have the opportunity to
build healthy, productive and inspiring lives.
First Scholars advances the work of The Hearst
Foundations through its focus on increasing
the graduation rate for first-generation college
students.
6
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UofM journalism students
after they arrived in Rio
for two weeks of work
covering the Olympic
Games. The students each
were assigned sports to
cover for the Olympic News
Service. They got to stay in
the Olympic Media Village
during their time in Brazil.

Media, supervised the program that took place
from July 29 to Aug. 22.
“Few people in their lifetime get to say ‘I
went to the Olympics,’ let alone ‘I covered the
Olympics,’” said Coche. “This was an incredible
opportunity for our students, and it puts the
University of Memphis on the map of sports
journalism education. It is an exciting time for
all of us in the Department of Journalism and
Strategic Media.”

The group was housed in an Olympic Media
Village, where they were surrounded by
international media professionals, giving the
students a unique opportunity to network.
The student reporters were assigned a sport
that they covered during the entirety of the
games for the Olympic News Service (ONS),
which acted as a newswire service for the
Rio Games.

“First Scholars is a remarkably effective
program that addresses a critical need at the
University,” said UofM President M. David
Rudd. “Students who are the first in their family
to attend college face numerous obstacles
to success, and often lack the experience
and support they need to overcome those
obstacles.”
Nationally, only 36 percent of firstgeneration students complete a bachelor’s
degree within six years of enrollment,
compared with 60 percent of their peers
whose parents are college graduates. Students
selected to participate in the four-year First
Scholars program benefit from peer mentoring,
personalized academic and social support, and

a $5,000 annual scholarship. The grant from
The Hearst Foundations will fund scholarships
for 10 new participants for two years.
At the UofM, 42 percent of full-time
undergraduates are first-generation
compared to about 20 percent of fulltime undergraduates nationally at four-year
institutions.
“The data show that students who
participate in First Scholars are being provided
with the tools they need to achieve at a high
level and earn their degrees,” added Rudd.
“The Hearst Foundations commitment will
ensure that more students find success.”

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

UofM students have long
taken part in Up ’til Dawn
fundraising activities. A new
donor call center will allow
them to aid St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital even more.

UofM President M. David Rudd said, “The donor contact center is a great example of what can
happen when the UofM partners with world leaders like St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
to create new internships for our students that offer opportunities to develop critical skills for
future success, and make our world better. We couldn’t be more proud than to work with St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital.”
Since 1999, the UofM has supported St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital through the Up ’til
Dawn collegiate fundraising program. Through a variety of fundraising activities, its St. Jude Up ’til
Dawn volunteers raised a record $283,000 for St. Jude through the program this year – more than
any student organization in ALSAC’s history.

Donor contact
center a great
opportunity for
UofM, ALSAC
The University of Memphis and ALSAC, the
fundraising and awareness organization for
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, have
formed a new partnership designed to benefit
the Memphis community that includes a donor
contact center in the Billy Mac Jones Building.
The center is being staffed by UofM student
interns who call potential and current donors of
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital as part of
ALSAC’s donor engagement program.
“We are excited about the partnership with
the University of Memphis as it presents a
great opportunity to engage in meaningful
community collaboration with incredible young
people,” said Richard Shadyac Jr., president
and CEO of ALSAC. “Ultimately, we hope this
arrangement provides valuable professional
and philanthropic experience for University
students, and that they will consider long-term
career opportunities for employment at ALSAC
or St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital after
graduation and continue to find ways to
give back.”

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

The Nursing ACE initiative will work to improve
the health of vulnerable children.

Large grant to
aid vulnerable
children

The Urban Child Institute has awarded the
University of Memphis a $2 million grant to
support the Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACE) Prevention Project.
Through the initiative, the UofM will build on
relationships with the University of Tennessee
Health Science Center and Le Bonheur Children’s
Hospital to create a culture of health for
vulnerable children in Memphis. The University
and its partners will tackle such issues as
child neglect and abuse, housing, asthma and
breastfeeding.
“Receiving this grant from the Urban Child
Institute is a testament to the high quality of researchers and practitioners at the University of
Memphis who are engaged in scholarly activities that impact the lives of children and the families
within the urban community,” said Provost Karen Weddle-West. “The University’s contributions
to the Adverse Childhood Experiences Prevention Project will help to ensure the implementation
of holistic, integrated approaches to enhancing the health and educational environments of the
neediest infants and toddlers in the area.”
ACE awareness training will be integrated into nursing, public health, law, social work, child
development, nonprofit administration and public administration curricula. Resources will be
developed for training parents, teachers and others to foster a culture of health for at-risk children,
with a particular focus on those from birth to 3 years old.
The interdisciplinary initiative will involve four major program areas: The Medical/Legal ACE
Initiatives, which includes the Memphis CHiLD Clinic, a collaboration between the UofM School
of Law, Memphis Legal Services and Le Bonheur providing legal services and advocacy for
families in need; the Strengthening Families/Serving Children Initiative, which provides services to
families impacted by violence in targeted areas; Early Childhood ACE Awareness, which promotes
comprehensive training to certify teachers and child care providers in ACE awareness; and the
Nursing ACE Initiative.
FA L L 2 016
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Biomedical engineering professors Dr. Joel Bumgardner (left) and Dr. Warren Haggard
are working on a next-generation wound dressing for trauma patients.

Wound-care invention
developed by UofM professors
receives second patent
The University of Memphis Research
Foundation (UMRF) has received a Japanese
patent for “Compositions and Methods for
Delivering an Agent to a Wound.” The United
States patent for the same invention was
granted in 2015.
The patent issued last year was the 20th
patent granted to UMRF. The biomedical
technology covered by the patent was invented
in the University of Memphis Herff College
of Engineering’s Department of Biomedical
Engineering (BME). The inventors are Dr.
Warren Haggard and Dr. Joel Bumgardner,
both professors of BME, and Dr. Scott Noel of
Bionova Medical, who earned his PhD under
Haggard’s supervision.
The patent is exclusively licensed to
Bionova Medical, a privately held medical
device company in Germantown, Tenn. The
8
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company’s flagship product, Sentrex BioSponge
MPD, covered by this new patent, has received
two clearances from the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for use as a local wound
management device that is also compatible
with Negative Pressure Wound Therapy.
With funding support from the Military
Infectious Diseases Research Program, Haggard
and Bumgardner are developing a nextgeneration wound dressing to prevent infection
and aid in wound healing for trauma patients.
The current wound dressing is a naturally
sourced bio-compatible sponge material and is
a commercially available product from Bionova
Medical. Haggard’s team is investigating
improved versions of the technology with the
added functionality to deliver both antibiotic
and anti-fungal agents directly to the wound.

Philosophy
graduates
highest
percentage of
women PhDs
The University of Memphis Department of
Philosophy graduates the highest percentage
of women PhDs in the country, according to
a recent study. From 2004-2014, 64 percent
of philosophy doctorates earned at the UofM
were awarded to women.
Other schools that graduated more
women than men during this period were
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
California Institute of Integral Studies,
University of Oregon, University of New Mexico
and University of Minnesota. The study was
conducted by Dr. Carolyn Dicey Jennings,
assistant professor of philosophy and cognitive
science at the University of California, Merced,
and published online at New APPS. Jennings
studied data from 86 graduate programs in
philosophy.
This is not the first time the UofM
Department of Philosophy has been
recognized for its efforts to help diversify the
field of philosophy. A 2014 study published
in the journal Critical Philosophies of Race
found that the UofM graduated more AfricanAmerican PhDs than any other graduate
program in the United States — ahead of
Stanford, Yale, Harvard and Pittsburgh.
While philosophy is often regarded as a field
dominated by white men, the UofM has long
been committed to attracting and graduating
a more representative group of students. That
diversity extends to the faculty as well.
“We work hard to create an intellectual
environment in which all voices are heard and
respected, and this effort is reflected in the
demographic profile and scholarly interests of
faculty and students alike,” said Stephan Blatti,
chair and associate professor of philosophy.
“We strive for diversity in areas of inquiry
that are systematically underrepresented and
understudied, including issues of race and
gender.”

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK
F I R ST O F A L L

THE WRITE PATH
Dr. Niles Reddick, the highly respected vice
provost of the University of Memphis Lambuth,
has big plans for the historic campus in Jackson,
Tenn., but first, for something a little different …
Reddick is one of the most prolific writers in West Tennessee,
having authored more than 70 short stories and two novels,
including the upcoming Drifting too far from the Shore.
“I was always a storyteller and making up stories even as a child,” says
Reddick. “There’s no telling how much stress I caused my parents,
but I really began to be serious about writing as an undergraduate
at Valdosta State University, where I was on the newspaper staff
and the yearbook staff. By the time I finished graduate school
at Florida State, I had written two novels. Neither of those ever
were published, but writing them was great experience and the
feedback from other writers like the prolific Southern writer Lee
Smith (she actually wrote on one page of my manuscript: ‘I wish
I’d written that’) fueled my determined spirit to continue.”
Where does he find content? “Usually, there’s something in every
story and novel that is true or based on a real experience and
family member or friend, but often it’s exaggerated,” he says. “One
story people always love hearing about is one published in the
1990s, “Road Kill Art,” and was the lead story in my first collection.
It was inspired by my now-deceased Aunt Elizabeth, who collected
road kill and made art or what she considered art. She was fairly
eccentric and a very colorful character. The story is exaggerated
and not completely true, but many of the elements are true. I
was blessed to have so many relatives who were eccentric.”
Music also spurs Reddick’s creativity: Drifting too far from the Shore
was inspired by the Gospel song of the same name after he saw
a video performance of it by Dolly Parton and Porter Wagoner.
He says Southern writers such as Faulkner, Welty, O’Connor and
“many others have been inspiring and helped me find my voice.”
He is currently working on a third novel, If Not for You …
At Lambuth, Reddick says, “Students who choose to come
here love being here. We don’t offer everything that the main
campus does, but we offer enough to have a solid student base
and specifically our hope is to supply the workforce for West
Tennessee with programs such as nursing, business, education,
etc. We have accomplished a great deal in the past couple of
years by adding more programs, increasing student activities and
increasing external funds, but we still have much to accomplish.”
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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LOOK WHO’S TALKING

Chris Lemons, University of Memphis Rugby Club
member and senior mechanical engineering major

C A L E N DA R
Sept. 19

How did you get started playing rugby?
I went to Brighton High School in Tipton
County. In the area, there’s a rugby club called
Storm Rugby. I started playing as a freshman
that fall and I’ve played ever since.
What do you like about rugby?
I like that the clock doesn’t stop. You have 15 men
on each team and two 40-minute halves. Unless
there’s a whistle, the game is played and players
run. You don’t have innings or possessions — you
get to “play ball” until the half is over. You get
possession when you want the ball more than
they want it. This requires players to be able to
respond to any scenario. Fifteen players have
to be able to cover a 100-meter field for 80
minutes with constant physicality. To succeed you
have to have a very impressive level of fitness.
Every game is different as each team has its
own style of offense and the players have their
own unique running styles. Every corner of the
world has its own approach to the game. It’s as
much a part of their culture as music or food.
Is rugby as rough as it looks?
As a large forward, I’m a designated contact player.
I always find myself doing more, but I get on
the field to play a very specific game. Likewise, a
smaller outside back may play the hardest game
of his life running and passing while never finding
contact once. There are positions and field roles
for nearly any running ability and body type.
The roughest aspect of this sport is the fitness
requirement. It’s the hard sprints in the 70th minute
and the sequential big tackles when winded.
Winston Churchill called rugby “a hooligan’s
game played by gentlemen.” Do you agree?
Absolutely. As part of the sport, you’ll find yourself
involved in some solid smacks pretty quickly off the
first whistle, but it’s all in the spirit of the match.
There’s a mutual respect between teams that says,
“Thank you for traveling all this way. We’re going to
play by the rules and so are you, but we’re going
to make this a tough day for you.” At the social
afterwards, every team is always as friendly as
can be. There are tons of sports to play if you’re
looking for a way to hit something. Rugby attracts
a very diverse crowd, but the unifying factor I’ve
found is the love for simplicity. The sport can be
made extremely complicated and intricate, but even
then it’s still 15 men with just cleats and mouth
guards on a field ready to move with a purpose.
Why should people come out & watch rugby?
The level of involvement of the fans throughout
the game is always a funny scene for
people with a fresh perspective. You can
always hear sideliners analyzing the
next move, criticizing the referee
or getting very hyped from a
line break or big contact.

10
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Scheidt School of Music presents “Opening Night
at the Scheidt,” a preview of the Memphis concert
season by artists from the School of Music, featuring
works that will be performed by Opera Memphis,
the Memphis Symphony Orchestra, IRIS Orchestra,
Concerts International and the Memphis Chamber
Music Society. Harris Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. Visit
memphis.edu/music/upcoming for details.

Sept. 22-24 & 29-30
Theatre and Dance presents the sci-fi smash
musical “Little Shop of Horrors.” (Also Oct. 1)
Visit memphis.edu/theatre for more details.
Oct. 17
UofM Symphony Orchestra performs at
Harris Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m. $15 general
admission, $10 seniors and free to students
and UofM faculty and staff with ID.

Oct. 29
Homecoming Weekend: The Tigers host the
University of Tulsa at the Liberty Bowl. Call
678.2331 for ticket information and visit
alumni.memphis.edu for details on the
homecoming parade, pep rally, reunions and more.
Nov. 3-5 & 10-12
Theatre and Dance presents the dark comedy
“Measure for Measure” by William Shakespeare.
Visit memphis.edu/theatre for details.

Nov. 12
Military Appreciation Game: Tigers host University
of South Florida at the Liberty Bowl. Tiger fans
can send military personnel to the game for
just $10. To participate, call the Ticket Office
at 901.678.2331 or purchase a ticket online at
GoTigersGoTix.com. Show support for our military!
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

AS K T H E E X P E R T

T I G E R H I G H L I G H TS

FIRM FOOTING

Uof M athletics groundskeeper is all about blades of glory
T.J. Brewer, Assistant Director of Turf Management and Grounds
That scorching Memphis heat, hard to maintain a respectable lawn, eh? Imagine if you had a dozen or
so lawns to care for, each with a different need — and your job depended on it. Athletics groundskeeper
T. J. Brewer has some 47 acres to look after — with hundreds of Tiger athletes and coaches relying on
his expertise in order to get their game on. He even offers a few tips to homeowners on how to get that
perfect blade of grass.
How does one become a groundskeeper?
I have a bachelor of science in horticulture with an
emphasis in sports turf management from Iowa
State University and about 15 years of experience in
turf management. Before arriving to the UofM, I had
spent the past 10 years in minor league baseball
as a head groundskeeper. I am a certified sports
field manager and a member of the Sports Turf
Managers Association, which keeps me informed
on the most current technologies in our field.
What does your job entail?
Our crew (two full-time employees, six students)
maintains about 13 acres of athletic fields, which
include one soccer, one baseball and one softball
field, four football fields and one track and field
complex. We also oversee the 14-acre Flautt golf
complex and about 20 acres of common grounds.
What is the most difficult field to maintain?
Each comes with challenges. Football is hard on
the turf due to the number of practices they have,
the size of the athletes and the force they exert on
the playing surface. The most involved part for our
crew for football is the time it takes to keep three
fields painted and ready for practice. Soccer is a
different animal with less traffic over the entire field,
but focused wear in the goalie box and sidelines.
Soccer players tend to want the smoothest surface
for a true ball roll. Softball and baseball are similar
in that both require us to give more attention to
dirt surfaces than the turf itself. Keeping their infield
skins firm and soft at the same time while keeping
a smooth surface grade is an art. The mound and
home plate areas also require a lot of attention
to keep them level and at the proper slope. Our
crew works tirelessly before, during and after each
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

baseball or softball game, regularly working 16
hours on game days to keep the fields in first-class
condition. The golf complex has turf maintained
from 3 inches in the rough to 3 millimeters on
the greens. Keeping grass alive at 3 millimeters is
a science that requires constant attention and a
perfect balance of fertilizer and water. Too much
of either could be detrimental to their vigor.

Senior place-kicker Jake Elliott has been named
to the Athlon Sports All-America Third Team.
Elliott finished his junior year as a finalist for the
Lou Groza Collegiate Place-Kicker Award and
as the two-time defending American Athletic
Conference (AAC) Special Teams Player of the
Year. He tied the Memphis record for most field
goals in a season (23) last year, a mark he now
shares with Joe Allison, the first-ever Lou Groza
award winner. Elliott was 23-for-28 on field
goal attempts in 2015. The senior ranks third
in Memphis history in career scoring with 324
career points, trailing Stephen Gostkowski (369
points) and DeAngelo Williams (362 points). His
60 career field goals made are just 10 shy of
Gostkowski’s school record of 70, set in 2005.

Is Memphis’ heat a big challenge?
It is actually one of our biggest allies. We
grow Bermuda grass that thrives in the heat.
Our biggest challenge is that most of our
seasons take place in the cooler parts of the
year when Bermuda isn’t pushing strong or is
dormant. We over-seed our fields during the
winter with perennial rye grass to boost their
durability and keep them green year-round.
How to keep a lawn lush?
Time and patience. My simplest advice to those
who want a beautiful yard is to plan on cutting
it two or three times a week. One overlooked
action will greatly increase the aesthetics of your
yard: never remove more than one-third of the
leaf blade in any one cutting. Basically, if you
want a 2-inch lawn, don’t ever let it get above
3 inches! You need to know how to balance
the fertilizer and water to fit the conditions.
And how do you get those
stripes in the field?
It’s the direction the mower runs across the
grass and lays down the leaf blade. The
light stripes are mowed away from you and
the dark stripes are mowed towards you.
The rest of it is all smoke and mirrors.

INCHING UP
Former Tiger pole vaulter Pauls Pujats, who
competed in Rio in the Summer Olympics for
his native Latvia, had an opportunity to train
with former Olympic gold medalist Tim Mack
in Knoxville this summer — but ultimately felt
“there’s no place like home.” Pujats decided to
train under his old University of Memphis coach,
Tyler Fraizer, who has established himself as
one of the top pole vault coaches in America.
Memphis has had multiple pole vault participants
in the NCAA championships the past two years,
including senior Carolina Carmichael this year.
Pujats picked up a silver medal finish at the 2015
NCAA outdoor track and field championships. “I
will go to Rio not only representing Latvia, but I
will go there to represent all of my family, friends
and acquaintances. They are not only from Latvia,
they’re from the U.S, Germany, China, all over
the world,” Pujats told The Commercial Appeal.
FA L L 2 016
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CAMPUS SCENE
SWEET DEAL
SweetBio Inc., a UofM-based medical device
startup, has secured $1.15 million in funding
for its innovative invention of membrane
technology. Initial applications focus on oral
surgeries to help regenerate soft tissue and
support bone growth for restoration procedures.

SMART CHOICE

SLAMFEST

Computer science professor Santosh
Kumar was one of 12 U.S. scientists
selected to the U.S.-India Smart and
Connected Communities Workshop.
Top researchers brainstormed
potential areas of research
collaboration in smart health care,
smart energy and disaster response.

Jimmie “Snap”
Hunter, Willie Kemp,
Adonis Thomas and
Shawn Taggart were
among former Tigers
who returned for the
basketball alumni
game at a packed
Fieldhouse. Proceeds
went to St. Jude
Children’s Research
Hospital and National
Kidney Foundation.

OPTICAL RESULTS
Dr. Xiao Shen, assistant professor of physics
and materials science, has been awarded a
prestigious early career research award, the
2016 Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement
Award by Oak Ridge Associated Universities
for his work on novel optical materials.

STATE OF WOMEN
CONSTRUCTION JUNCTION
Preliminary work has begun for a huge
construction phase that will include a new
recreation facility, land bridge over the railroad
tracks and parking garage, all of which will be
located in the Southern Avenue Parking Lot.

Moss Chair of Excellence in
Urban Education holder Beverly
Cross was invited to Washington
by Michelle Obama for the
United State of Women Summit
to identify key gender equality
issues as women move forward.

THE SUCCESSOR?
Former Tiger quarterback Paxton Lynch and his Denver
Broncos squad open the season Sept. 8 by hosting the
Carolina Panthers. At last report, Lynch was battling
veteran Mark Sanchez for the starting role. Lynch was
selected in the first round (26th overall) of the 2016
NFL draft by Denver on April 28. At Memphis in 2015,
Lynch started all 13 games. He completed 296 of
443 passes for 3,778 yards, 28 touchdowns and four
interceptions. In the Tigers 63–0 victory over SMU, Lynch
tied an FBS record with seven passing touchdowns in a
half. He finished 9 of 14 for 222 yards, and completed
his touchdown throws to seven different receivers.

12
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Drifting too far from the Shore
by Niles Reddick
Meet Charlotte “Muddy” Rewis (the nickname
comes from her childhood passion for making
mud pies), an elderly Southern woman who is
reserved but sassy when the occasion calls for it.
Muddy believes she is approaching her final days
and longs to be reunited in heaven with her late
husband, Claude. But when Muddy’s grandson
shoots out a neighbor’s front window, an old
friendship is renewed, and disturbing mysteries
are revived. So goes the story by Reddick, vice
provost of UofM Lambuth (and a prolific writer),
of a woman from a small South Georgia town
sorting through memories from her many years
on Earth. He takes an innocent story and narrates
it in a humorous way. Muddy keeps informed on
national and local news as well as rumors spread
by neighbors, and also has to deal with a series of
troubles caused by her three grown children. She
clashes with herself over the uselessness of trying
to fix all of the world’s problems. Muddy tries to
dispense justice where it’s due and bring peace
to her community and her family. Will all of her
faith, love, compassion and wholesome living be
enough? Muddy is left to ponder whether she’s
done enough good in the world to reach that
heavenly shore. (Summertime Publications Inc.)

On Company Time: American Modernism
and the Big Magazines
by Donal Harris
Willa Cather, W. E. B. Du Bois, James Agee, T. S. Eliot
and Ernest Hemingway all worked in the editorial
offices of groundbreaking popular magazines while
helping to invent the styles that defined McClure’s,
Time, Life, Esquire and others. On Company Time,
authored by Harris, a UofM assistant professor of
English, tells the story of American modernism
from inside the offices and on the pages of the
most successful and stylish magazines of the 20th
century. Beginning in the 1890s, a growing number
of writers found steady paychecks and publishing
opportunities working as editors and reporters in
the expanding field of big magazines. On Company
Time challenges the chronicle of decline that often
accompanies modernism’s incorporation into midcentury culture. Its history of literary and journalistic
form shows American modernism evolving within
mass print culture. (Columbia University Press)
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Daniel Baker and Abby Parrill-Baker

DYNAMIC DUOS
Our series of profiles of married couples who
teach at the University of Memphis continues
with Daniel Baker and Abby Parrill-Baker. Baker
is an associate professor of chemistry; ParrillBaker is associate dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences and a professor of chemistry.

on understanding the role of specific proteins
(enzymes and receptors) in human disease.
These projects have allowed us to co-mentor a
number of undergraduate and graduate students.

How did you two meet?

Yes. We constantly give each other advice.
We have very different approaches to nearly
everything we do. This has often been a strength
of our collaborations, as we don’t generally
attack a problem in the same way. Our differing
approaches usually allow for discussion of
multiple ways to address an issue. Since we have
very different writing styles, joint manuscripts
usually bounce from style to style with the
last editor usually getting his or her way.

We met as undergraduates at Central Michigan
University in the fall of 1988. We were both
chemistry majors enrolled in an honors
section of general chemistry. The pastor
who officiated at our wedding in 1995 had
quite a bit of fun with that knowledge.
Did you come to the UofM together?
No. Abby joined the UofM faculty in the fall of
1998, whereas Dan was both a postdoctoral
fellow and then assistant professor at UTHSC
before joining the UofM in the fall of 2006.
Do your areas of teaching/research
ever intersect?
Yes. Abby is a computational biochemist and Dan
is a bioanalytical chemist. In the recent past we
have both taught foundational level courses in
organic chemistry (and team-taught one course).
Although we have our own research programs,
we also have several overlapping projects focused
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

Do you give each other advice? If
so, is it generally accepted?

What is it like to work at the
same university?
Our research collaboration is stronger because
we are in the same department. Our students
share lab spaces and reagents, for example.
Since many of our projects overlap, we hold
joint lab meetings so that more and diverse
expertise can be brought to problem solving.
What are your proudest achievements?

with the tremendous individual our daughter
Lindsey has become. Professionally, I’m proud
every time a former student tells me about
being admitted to or graduating from medical,
pharmacy or graduate school. It is tremendously
gratifying to see what our students become.
Abby: I have to agree with Dan on the pride I
have in our daughter – she’s truly a remarkable
young lady. Professionally, I take pride in building
an inclusive and supportive environment for
student training, both within my research
group and within my classrooms. I really value
seeing the young people I mentor and teach
achieve more than they thought they could.
Outside of work, do you share many
of the same interests or do you have
varied pursuits?
Dan: For the most part, we have varied interests. I
am an amateur numismatist and Abby does intricate
needlepoint. However, we both serve on the board
of directors of the PRIZM Ensemble. PRIZM’s
mission is to build a diverse community though
chamber music education, youth development
and performance. We are very proud of the impact
PRIZM’s programs have had on Memphis youth.

Dan: My proudest accomplishment has nothing
to do with my career but has everything to do
FA L L 2 016
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#GAMEFACE

The University of Memphis reached as high as No. 13 in national polls last fall and
was even mentioned as a dark-horse candidate for the playoffs before finishing with
a 9-4 record, knocking off Ole Miss and Cincinnati among others along the way. This
year marks the debut of Mike Norvell as head coach. Norvell’s 2017 recruiting class
currently ranks above Ole Miss and other national powers. Visit gotigersgo.com for
the full 2016 schedule and ticket information. (photo by Rhonda Cosentino)
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IN A LEAGUE OF HIS OWN
By Ryan Whirty and Greg Russell

Even at 86 years of age and more than

family of dentists, physicians, pharmacists

Memphis Red Sox barnstorming game in

six decades removed from the Northeast,

and businessmen who owned the Memphis

Nashville, pointed out that Harris “closed

there’s still a strong hint of a Bronx accent in

Red Sox and the stadium the team played

the 1958 season with 21 homers, 10 triples

Lonnie Harris’ voice. There’s also a burning

in on Crump Boulevard. Harris, fresh out

and a batting average of .325,” making

passion for the thing that permanently

of military service in the Korean War, had

him “the big wood man of the club.”

landed him in Memphis in 1953.

recently tried out for the New York Giants

“I love baseball,” the spry Harris

The Martin family not only gave Harris a

during a spring training game in Florida, and

start in baseball, it also helped him stay in

emphatically says. “When I go to the

word of mouth spread to the Martins that

baseball, ensuring that he remain economically

(Memphis) Redbirds games, I have to sit

this was a player they needed to sign.

viable in the offseason with a job at Collins

way in the back of the stadium. I can’t sit up

“I played gut ball,” Harris proudly

front because I freak out. I tried to sit down

recalls. “I gave it my all. Ty Cobb —

front once, but I got too psyched up. I was up

you know how fearlessly he played? I

telling the guys on the field, ‘Don’t do that!

played ball like him, gutsy, fearlessly.

Don’t do that!’ Even now, I still want to be on

Chapel Hospital in Memphis to supplement his
baseball income, which was $465 a month.
“All I wanted to do was play baseball so
I asked Mr. Martin, ‘What can I do? I’ll be an

“I stole bases. I just wanted to get

orderly, mopping floors, cleaning up rooms’ so

the field because I love baseball so much.”

on base and steal bases and help the

he got me a job.” Collins Chapel Hospital was

Harris, a University of Memphis alumnus,

team win. If I got on third, and no one

a small, regional African-American hospital.

played in the Negro American League

could bat me home, I’d steal home.

from 1953 through the 1960 season,

My specialty was stealing home.

including a stint with the Memphis Red

“And I also had a bullet arm. Willie

Sox. He is one of a dwindling number

Mays had a bullet arm, too, but it didn’t

of players who took part in the Negro

come close to mine,” adds the player

Leagues that came to an end in 1962.

who was nicknamed “Showboat.”

“After I retired, I had to choose to

Those who know Harris say that, in his

“Lonnie was a great asset to the
Martins,” Negro League veteran Reggie
Howard says. “[They in turn] encouraged
him to go to school to get a degree.”
Harris took the Martin’s advice and
eventually earned a sociology degree
from the University of Memphis in 1970,

either stay here or go back to New

heyday in the 1950s, he was one of the best

10 years after his last game in the Negro

York,” Harris says. “I decided to get an

players in the Negro American League.

Leagues. He would then pursue other

education so I stayed in Memphis.”

Batter up
As a young man growing up
in the Bronx during World War II,
Harris fell in love with baseball.
“I’d wash windows, clean cars — I’d
do anything to make money to go to the
games,” he recalls. “I’d get on the train
and ride over to watch Brooklyn play. My
buddies were all New York Yankees or New
York Giants fans, but not me. It was the
Dodgers for me and it is still the Dodgers.”
Harris dreamed of playing baseball as he
grew up, and it was one of the South’s first
African-American millionaire families that
gave him his start. The four Martin brothers
(J.B., A.T., W.S., and B.B.) were a prominent
16
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Dr. Layton Revel, the founder of the
Center for Negro League Baseball Research,
notes that in each season Harris played,

degrees at the UofM and teach at Humes
Junior High School for 20 years.
In 2013, Harris was honored at the

he led the Negro American League in

Milwaukee Brewers’ 11th Annual Negro

stolen bases, and he consistently batted

Leagues Tribute Game and inducted into

over .300 throughout his career. According

the Negro League Hall of Fame. He also has

to the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum,

a lifetime pass to the Memphis Redbirds’

Harris was the 1953 Rookie of the Year

games, often giving out his baseball

and he also played in two all-star games.

trading card and posing for photos.

“No question about it, he was a really

“When I am handing out my baseball

excellent baseball player,” Revel says. “In

cards and signing autographs, I see some

his day, he was the fastest man in Negro

of my former students at the games and

League baseball, and maybe all of baseball.”

they say, ‘Mr. Harris, you said you never

The media also recognized Harris’

played baseball.’ When I was teaching them,

abilities while he was playing. In 1958, the

they’d try to distract me by saying, ‘Tell us

New York Age noted that in “recent games

about when you batted against Satchel

Harris excited fans with his base thefts,”

Paige,’ but I always told them I never played.

and The Tennessean, while previewing a

Now they know,” he says with a laugh.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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Harris (left) with Satchel Paige (center)

An autographed Harris Trading Card

Harris played against Willie Mays
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

Lonnie Harris on a recent campus visit.
FA L L 2 016
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THINKING
OUTSIDE
THE
BOX
The generosity of
a UofM benefactor
will help bring art
to life this fall at
a major campus
exhibition.

By Mike O’Kelly

Imagine you are standing in the living

studio to show you more impressive works,

influential artists, your gaze transfixed upon a

but you don’t spend the time or the energy

30-inch-square oil painting that rests on the

examining each of these. The solitary painting

largest wall of a modest tract house. Minutes

remains in your thoughts for months, until you

earlier, the artist welcomed you at the front

finally purchase the work in four installments of

door and led you to this work — a seemingly

$300 each.

straightforward juxtaposition of four squares of

Fifty-eight years later, retired architect

various sizes and colors on a Masonite panel.

and longtime art collector William Huff of
him about the painting “Consonant” by

as boundaries and colors blur into a genius

renowned German-American artist Josef

marvel that seems to occupy space in the

Albers, but he recalls with crystal clarity the

physical world.

effect it had on him.

FA L L 2 016

but something very strange always happens to
the two middle squares. He was really making
you look at what was happening between
colors. When you are looking at these two
colors side by side, edge by edge, the two
edges simultaneously affect each other.”
The painting is part of the widely recognized
Albers series known as Homage to the Square,
a series of more than 1,000 works he created
late in his career. The paintings each contain
four squares of varying colors, but each work
provokes a different mood upon the viewer.
You can experience the yellow and tan
squares of “Consonant,” along with another
Homage work, “Veiled,” as part of the Art
Museum of the University of Memphis’
(AMUM) exhibition This May Surprise You,
which opens Oct. 15. The two paintings are
part of a generous donation to the University
from Huff, whose relationship with AMUM
dates back two decades.

The Memphis connection
When Huff was an undergraduate student
studying architecture at Yale University, his
mother gave him a collection of nearly 200
sketches from his great uncle Samuel Hester

Pittsburgh still cannot pinpoint what intrigued

to life, inexplicably interacting with each other

18

says. “It wasn’t just that the colors harmonized,

Later, the artist leads you into his basement

room of one of the 20th century’s most

Suddenly, the center two squares have come

“I liked the harmony of the colors,” Huff

William Huff

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Philanthropist William Huff has donated the works “Consonant” and “Veiled” (page 20) that are a part of noted artist Josef Albers’
renowned Homage to the Square series to the UofM.

“My mother said to me, ‘You are the artist in the family,
so you should have Uncle Sam’s portfolios.”
Crone, a prolific artist who had lived in

after admiring the masterful sketches of his

sketched and exhibited throughout Europe,

Memphis during his early years.

employer, prominent Philadelphia architect

but he died before achieving the same level

Louis Kahn. Realizing the sketches were

of success in the United States. Huff traced

in the family, so you should have Uncle Sam’s

exceptional, he sought to learn more about

Crone’s connection to Memphis, and he

portfolios,” Huff says. “They didn’t interest me

Crone. Huff, formerly an architecture professor

searched to find a place in the Bluff City to

at the time. I just put them in the back of

at the University of Buffalo, began years of

showcase Crone’s work, eventually connecting

my closet.”

research and investigative work into his great

with the UofM’s art museum.

“My mother said to me, ‘You are the artist

Decades later, Huff returned to the sketches
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

uncle’s background — Crone had painted,

Huff bequeathed his entire Crone collection
FA L L 2 016
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technology. In 1956, Huff received a Fulbright
scholarship to the Ulm School of Design in
Germany, where he gained a deeper and fuller
appreciation of Albers’ contributions to art
under the instruction of painter and designer
Thomas Maldonado.
“Albers had twice been a guest teacher
at the new school, so Maldonado was very
familiar personally with Albers,” Huff says.
“Maldonado based a lot of his teaching on
Albers, and it was because of Maldonado that
Albers became important to me.”
Huff returned to his native Pittsburgh in the
fall of 1957, where, by coincidence, Albers
spent a week as a guest instructor at the
Carnegie Institute of Technology. Through a
contact at the school, Huff received permission
to audit Albers’ architectural survey course.
Huff didn’t participate in the exercises, but
he absorbed plenty. In the evenings, Albers
spoke at public lectures, and Huff had the
opportunity to meet him formally for the first
time after one of these events.

of sketches and paintings to the museum, as
well as a generous endowment that helped
establish the museum’s first named gallery, the
Samuel H. Crone Gallery.

“The Art Museum and the
University owe him a great
deal in terms of respect and
gratitude and celebration.”
“We have been partners with him now for

Getting to know Albers

“Albers had twice been a
guest teacher at the new
school, so Maldonado
was very familiar
personally with Albers.”

The partnership continues with Albers’ gifts,
which will also include three print portfolios.

“I always said that Albers was my teacher —

While Huff had family ties to Crone, the

out of respect for all that I learned from him —

Albers paintings also have a uniquely personal

but I never said that I was his student,”

meaning to Huff, given the fact that he had

Huff says.

several serendipitous encounters with the
artist. Albers was a Yale faculty member during

Homage to the Square

Huff’s later years at the Ivy League school, but
their paths did not cross in the classroom.

After returning from Europe, Huff had begun

more than two decades, and that has been

“Several of my colleagues took his course

assembling a collection of paintings of several

an extremely fruitful relationship,” says Dr.

and spoke very highly of him,” Huff says. “I was

Pittsburgh-based artists. During one of Huff’s

Leslie Luebbers, AMUM director. “The Art

quite aware of him, and I was becoming more

frequent visits to New Haven, Conn., a Yale

Museum and the University owe him a great

aware of the influence of the Bauhaus.”

art historian suggested that Huff purchase an

deal in terms of respect and gratitude and
celebration.”

Albers studied and taught at the Bauhaus,
a German art school that operated from

made an appointment to visit the artist at his

1919 to 1933 and became one of the biggest

New Haven home in April 1958.

influences in modernist art of the 20th century
in its teachings of relating art to society and
20
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Albers’ work. Intrigued by the thought, Huff

Huff was fascinated by the shifting squares
of “Consonant” during his initial visit to Albers’
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

home. He decided to purchase the painting

perceptions. The museum will display these

on a second visit in June 1958. He returned

works in its 35th anniversary exhibition,

again to purchase the bluish-green and bronze

This May Surprise You (Oct. 15-Dec. 17), a

squares of “Veiled,” and a third work, “In Wide

selection of works in the collections that have

Light.”

rarely or never been exhibited.

“The paintings demonstrate
a hand involved in them,
and that surprised me
because I thought that Albers’
work was completely
non-autographic ... ”

(Freelancer Mike O’Kelly holds a bachelor’s
degree in journalism from the University of
Memphis, where he covered sports for The
Daily Helmsman. He previously served as
news and sports editor for two local weekly
newspapers.)
“I was struck by how tactile they are,”
Luebbers says. “The paintings demonstrate

“He was always very gracious and served

a hand involved in them, and that surprised

coffee, and eventually, his wife would say,

me because I thought that Albers’ work was

‘Juppi (her name for him), you are tired,’

completely non-autographic — that it was

and that was the idea that I had to leave,”

about stuff of the art, it wasn’t about him and

Huff says.

that’s not entirely true.”

Similar to Huff’s experiences in Albers’ living

These visual explorations of the perception

room, Luebbers recalls her own fascination

of color are central to Albers’ teachings —

with the Homage paintings when she first

instead of teaching specific techniques to

viewed them during a visit to Huff’s apartment

students, he invited them to pursue their art

when he lived in Buffalo.

through self-discovery by interpreting the
world and creating their art based on those

Huff has also donated several Samuel Hester Crone sketches and watercolors to the UofM, including scenes of the Bay of Naples.

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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UNLEASHING A

World-traveling benefactor is helping Fogelman College
of Business and Economics unleash its true power.

By Anita Houk

Whether speaking of his family, finance or his

vision for the University of Memphis, Michael

benefactor says thoughtfully by telephone from

there. What we don’t do well is manage

London.

expectations; and the more we can do that

W. Cook is a Charles Dickens kind of guy — a

His tone is warm, helpful, unhurried.

with a circumspect view, the better chance

man of great expectations.

“I preach that most of life is about managing

we have of actually accomplishing more.”

“‘Expectations,’ that’s an important term to

expectations, not realities. Frankly, people

me,” the investment guru and stalwart UofM

manage realities because the realities are

22
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Insight through relentless research is the
hallmark of this native Memphian, so proud
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

I preach that most of life is
“about
managing expectations,
not realities.” —

Michael W. Cook

of his blue-collar roots in the family masonry

Lab at the Fogelman College of Business

to explore and take optimal advantage of the

trade, yet well-suited to various globe-trotting

and Economics with a $1 million gift for

degree that they’re receiving.

demands.

development and operation, plus a $500,000

He is founder, CEO and chief investment

matching pledge.

“In a sense, the lab is a portal for discovering
options,” he explains. “It is one way we could

officer of Memphis-based SouthernSun Asset

Through lab access to expert data and

Management, a firm widely touted for its long-

interactions with global experts themselves,

pragmatic, down-to-earth, real-life experience

term performance in small-cap, small

students can connect the dots of the big

in finance, from insurance to private equity to

medium-cap and global equity niche markets.

picture. “Our view,” Cook says, “is that we have

global futures trading to global analytical tools

From such business success, he and his

expose students to a broader range, a very

this great urban potential in the University of

to Bloomberg certifications and the partnership

wife, Jennifer, established the Cook Trust

Memphis, but many students are not going

with Oxford Analytica, where we pull in

and endowed the Cook Analytics & Trading

to have the contacts or the context to be able

geopolitical analysis.

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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goes the University of Memphis.”
As counterpoint, he quoted Eleanor Roosevelt:
“No one can make you feel inferior without your
consent.”
“Our family,” he added, “is convinced from
the vision and leadership of the UofM that as
the University of Memphis goes, so the city of
Memphis goes.
“We believe that our new financial Analytics
& Trading Lab offers the opportunity to be the
epicenter of innovation and the talisman of our
college, our university and our city, with its rich
heritage in finance.”
Fogelman College Dean Rajiv Grover
with Michael Cook, who established
the Cook Analytics & Trading Lab at the
UofM. (Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

Laying a UofM foundation
Cook’s devotion to the UofM has little to
do with his college days and lots to do with

“We have an urban
powerhouse here.
We’ve got to figure out
ways to unleash it.”

As the University goes …
What was that principle that attorney
Mr. Jaggers put to his ward, Pip, in Great

Laser focus plus broad perspective: “By
having both, you hopefully focus on the right

his family.
“Have you walked around the UofM campus?

things, more often than not. Then when the

A large percentage of those buildings are made

world is panicking, you have a high degree

out of brick, and my dad’s company laid many

of confidence.”

of them,” says Cook, 59. “My grandfather started

Balance and quietude are key, too, for this

Everett W. Cook & Sons; my dad, Donald E.

student of religion and philosophy and the

Cook, and his brother, Bob, followed in his

convergence of business and hope. He presses

footsteps. They were commercial masonry

the importance of well-rooted connections,

contractors.

real and literary.
One guiding light is a quotation from

“I’ve always had really deep connections to
the University because my dad was a Rebounder

Expectations? Ah, yes: “Take nothing on its

Christian apologist and writer C.S. Lewis that

Club member and loves the University. I

looks; take everything on evidence. There is no

graces the SouthernSun’s homepage.

remember the games at Crump Stadium and in

better rule.”

“At the heart of that quote,” Cook explains,

the Fieldhouse. Even pre-Larry Finch years at the

“is the sense that there is a lot of noise in the

Mid-South Coliseum where, along with my best

with gems from great doers and thinkers,

world. You have to set things up so that the

friend and UofM alumni John Moore, we’d keep

works by that rule. He believes in the power

noise is reduced or eliminated. If you don’t, it’s

the scores in our programs.”

of decisions based on study that scrutinizes

just our nature to be susceptible to the trivial

close-up, fact-finding that takes the wide view

and the trendy. So, we need to get our bums

Elementary, Richland Junior High and White

and analysis that doesn’t quit at the dinner bell.

out of the seats and get moving on

Station High School. “Class of 1974. I think I was

the ground.”

least likely to succeed,” he recalls. He attended

Cook, who peppers his communications

“I was just in a factory in the north of
England where they make liners for sewage
pipes,” he reports. “We ask the questions

That’s just what Cook does and what he
hopes will happen with the UofM’s Cook Lab.

Cook’s early schooling was at Memphis’ Avon

Covenant College in Lookout Mountain, Ga.
His wife, Jennifer, whom he declares he fell

that really matter to a business ultimately, as

In 2014, at his induction as Fogelman

in love with at first sight, studied humanities as

opposed to what’s tossed around at 50,000

College’s 13th Investor in Excellence, Cook

an undergraduate and later English Literature as

feet and has little footing on the ground. The

noted, “It so oft-times has seemed as though

a postgraduate at the University of Memphis.

markets move on so many millions of variables

the University was saddled with a perpetual

His children are Joshua, Phillip, Minor and Whit.

that one has to be focused on a few things that

inferiority complex, a sense in which many

Phillip, his second eldest, is on the management

will make the business work or not.”

thought that, as the city of Memphis goes, so
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team and Global Investment Group at

looks at things from a finance and economic

that is nonstop. But it doesn’t mean you have

SouthernSun and serves as the chair of the

perspective. He loves Memphis. He loves the

to be at a desk doing something.

board of Su Casa Family Ministries.

University. And he just wants us to do better.

Doing good is not a requirement, but it is a
common trait among SouthernSun employees,
says Cook, who is a member of the ethics-

“Working for SouthernSun is more like acting

With the analytics lab, Cook is saying that we

as a Sherlock Holmes or Poirot than it would

can compete.”

be like working for a global investment bank.

In 2015, Cook was among the first three

We’re typically out and about, looking at plants

oriented CFA Institute and attended the Oxford

to be named honorary alumni, lauded by the

and facilities of our companies all around

Centre for Christian Apologetics Business

UofM Distinguished Alumni Awards for their

the world on an ongoing basis. We do run a

Programme, Wycliffe Hall, University of Oxford.

contributions to the University. Cook Lab

concentrated portfolio of business, always

was cited for providing students innovative,

have. We would rather know a few things

hands-on experience in finance training in a

really well.”

“We’ve had employees
who moved to Memphis
and they’ve gotten
down and dirty
with ministries and
nonprofits in Memphis.
I think it keeps them
grounded. They’re
teaching me every day.”

Wall Street-style setting.

Cook believes in the value of connecting

“The grand vision,” Grover explains, “is that
the lab will become multidisciplinary.
“People are going to need understanding

people and organizations who are like-minded
in their commitment to excellence. Through
Cook’s relationship with David Young, founder

of the world’s intricate connections. You have

of UK-based global analysis and advisory

to move very gingerly through the issues. This

organization Oxford Analytica (OA), the

is not a one-period game of giving money,

UofM has exposure to strong geopolitical and

putting up the lab and saying we’re done.

macroeconomic intelligence in many different

No, that’s not it. We’ve got a lot to do now,”

forms. For instance, OA’s Daily Brief is utilized

he says.

by Fogelman classes to provide students with
a comprehensive understanding of the global
environment in an academic setting.
Additionally, Grover was able to serve as
a moderator on a 2015 panel that caters to

Cook’s special interest is an agricultural

CEOs, policy makers and government leaders

project in Mozambique, in which know-how

titled “Getting the Measure: Finding Signals in

and tools are provided to help people create

a Noisy World.” Cook was a participant on that

a self-sustaining cycle of buying land, planting

prestigious panel.

crops, harvesting and marketing products.

For the Memphis contingent, Oxford

“The idea,” he says, “is they’re not

Analytica is about connections. “It’s not just

dependent on us. They want to do well by

what Memphis is getting from this, but that

themselves, have their own little businesses.”

A competitive edge
“One of the virtues of Michael,” says
Fogelman College Dean Rajiv Grover, “is that

Cook in
Mozambique
working with
local villagers to
create sustainable
irrigation projects.

serving on a company advisory board. Their
mutual appreciation grew, and Cook has
been a member of the Fogelman Executive
Advisory Board.
“We are silent go-getters,” Grover
acknowledges. “That is the bond between
us. Michael is an international man, a finance
man. He’s interested in investment, so he
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

untapped,” Cook says.
“People on the outside come in and say,
‘You’re sitting on a gold mine here.’ Then, the
relationships begin. So, we need to excite and
stimulate that talent pool, get them out there,

he is a patient man.”
Grover and Cook met years ago while

others will find there’s a talent pool here

Research. Patience. Balance.
“Other people are much more task-oriented

then get them back home, and it absolutely
could change the dynamic of our city.”
(Anita Houk is a Memphis-based freelancer

than I am,” Cook says. “I look at things more

who was a writer for The Commercial Appeal

philosophically; it’s more my bent.

from 1979 to 2007. She has been a Pulitzer

“I challenge what is work, and as I define

Prize nominee multiple times and was a

work in my own mind and observe the world,

winner of a Fulbright Award for Professionals

work seems to me to be a really exciting thing

that sent her to Japan for work from 1987 to
1988.)
FA L L 2 016
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Dr. Max Paquette uses cutting-edge technology and testing
in a new lab on campus to help athletes of all levels
improve performance. (Photos by Rhonda Cosentino)
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which we’ve had for about a year, we have
been able to assess human movement much
more systematically and we have developed

GIVING THEM A

these programs for golf, baseball and running.
Other places offering services just don’t
have all the capabilities we do,” says Dr. Max
Paquette, director of the SPAHCC.

SPORTING CHANCE

The running technology assisted Niel
Prosser, a local lawyer, with assessing knee
pain and performance. Prosser, 55, had
been running for only six years. He found the
Center online and contacted SPAHCC about
his running efficiency and speed. Testing was

A new UofM sports
performance lab
is already having
positive effects
on local and elite
athletes.

are applications of technology that are found

painless and involved attaching electrodes and

at the brand new Sport Performance and

running for 30 minutes on a treadmill.

Health Consulting Center (SPAHCC) located
in the year-old School of Health Studies at the

analyzed, Paquette made recommendations,

University of Memphis.

showing Prosser how to improve his form.

The only Center of its kind in the Mid-South,
SPAHCC’s focus is to help people learn about
physical performance capabilities and health.

By Ginger Holt Porter

After the report was printed and his gait

“The pain left immediately. No more knee
problems. It was remarkable,” he says.
This new efficiency translated to better

The Center also tests health factors such

speed. He improved his time in the St. Jude

as body composition, bone density, resting

Memphis Marathon and then continued his

metabolic rate, pulmonary function, aerobic

training, garnering a win for his age group in a

the same 3D motion capture technology

fitness (VO2max) and anaerobic power.

local half marathon, finishing in one hour, 45

that empowers Tom Hanks’ transformation

It offers ways to peer inside the body and

minutes.

into multiple characters in the movie The

see the story that the scale does not tell —

Polar Express — but it is not in the College of

optimizing dieting and exercising performance

were very professional and supportive as well.

Communication and Fine Arts. In this case, a

for fitness and health. In addition, it offers a

It was a pleasant experience. They had a great

camera and computer system that records the

sports psychology assessment to help athletes

attitude. I have referred other people to them,”

movements of a subject covered in reflective

with their competitive edge.

Prosser says.

The University of Memphis now houses

markers does not create a character — but

Many of these services were offered

“One of the best things was that the people

It was in 2004 that laboratory-based

instead captures body movement data. What if

previously on campus, but now have been

metabolic and health tests were being used

a half hour in front of the lens could improve a

consolidated into the Center, complete with

solely for research. Dr. Richard Bloomer joined

golf swing or a pitcher’s throwing mechanics, or

the added new technology and recently

the faculty at the UofM and found that people

perhaps correct running form to prevent injury

renovated space. Other similar centers in

in the community desired to have access to

and improve performance?

the United States have fewer services in the

these tests. Approval for this proposal came

academic setting or are for-profit ventures

from the University President’s Office, and

which are much more costly.

tests and fees were set. Bloomer is now

From the recreational runner or baseball
player to the golf pro, the elderly with gait
problems to the Olympic contender, these

“

“With the 3D motion capture technology,

director of the School of Health Studies and

With the 3D motion capture technology, which we’ve had for about a year,
we have been able to assess human movement much more systematically and
we have developed these programs for golf, baseball and running.

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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identify a proper training program. For
example, a cyclist’s coach could see how
many revolutions per minute the athlete
is performing at a certain threshold, and
could also see the heart rate at a certain
training effort.
“A running subject came in a couple of
weeks ago,” says Paquette. “I know his
coach very well. Because I have a running
background and I coach, I completely
understand the lingo and training and how
to plan the training. I talked to the coach and
Golfers, runners and baseball
players benefit from the 3D motion
capture technology found in the
new Sport Performance and Health
Consulting Center on campus.

explained what I was seeing. That is the ideal
scenario.”
Paquette coaches his wife, Lauren, a
professional runner who took part in the
U.S. Olympic Track and Field Trials in July
and has been ranked as high as No. 3 in the

continues to oversee health-specific testing
performed in the SPAHCC.
For Joani Edens, testing revealed some
alarming things about her health. To her,
calculating her BMI was as easy as recording
her height and weight and looking at a chart.
She was in the “normal” range, but knew she

country this year in the 5,000 meters event.

“

From the first scan, I
learned that I was not
only out of shape, but
that I was overweight.

was out of shape. She did not know of any

”

different approaches to training. A change in
body composition, loss of weight or change
in nutrition can have a large effect on her
performance.
“Even being a pro athlete, she still has things
to work on all the time. In the last few years,

primary physicians with DEXA scan capabilities
for body composition, so she contacted

At her level, different times of the year mean

she has had a lot of injuries and we have been
“The scans taught me what I needed to do

perfecting her form. She has done better this

to make a healthier version of me,” she says.

year and has had uninterrupted training for six

“It was specific to me, my efforts and my diet.

to seven months. At her level, that is huge,”

only out of shape, but that I was overweight.

It showed me what worked and what didn’t.”

says Paquette.

My BMI was 23.8, but I learned my actual fat

SPAHCC also invites track, cross country,

percentage was 37.3, making me obese. The

baseball and golf teams in for analysis. The

picture provided with the scan showed quite

aim is to reduce injuries and improve overall

clearly the tiny scrap of muscle on my arms

performance.

SPAHCC after an online search.
“From the first scan, I learned that I was not

and around my core,” Edens says.

“Performance is obviously key from a

Her lack of muscle mass meant the scale

baseball perspective. In pitching, for example,

concealed the real story. She got serious about

if the mechanics are incorrect, a great deal of

her exercise and adjusted her diet to raise

strain is placed on certain body parts and this

her lean mass. A month later, the needle on

will eventually lead to injury in youth pitchers.

the scale did not move, but her second scan

This is a real concern. There are thousands of

results were impressive. She had gained 4.8

youth baseball players in the Mid-South and

pounds of lean mass and lost 6.2 pounds of

we invite these players to the Center to be

fat. Edens redoubled her diet efforts to focus

evaluated using our pitching analysis,”

on fat loss, thinking her lean mass was on

Bloomer says.

the right track. The next month, she lost 5.8

Meanwhile, a cyclist or runner could come

pounds but dropped 3.3 pounds of her hard-

to the Center for an anaerobic fitness capacity

earned muscle. She adjusted her efforts again.

test that would eventually help his or her coach
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Clients can find their
body composition at the
lab via DEXA scanning at
an affordable price.

Plans for the immediate future of SPAHCC
include adding a vascular function test and
blood chemistry analysis to the battery of
testing options. The Center has added another
bio-mechanist and would like to use funds
generated by the Center to financially assist
graduate students who aid in providing testing.
In the short term, the researchers would
like to have consulting relationships with golf
instructors, coaches, a dietitian and a physician.
A series of symposia are being planned for
the future due to the success of the running
symposium the Center organized this past
spring. Mobile screenings where the Center’s
community are also being considered. The

UofM’s Newest School

10-year and beyond plan would include a

Just a year ago, the Tennessee Board of

dedicated sports performance science and

Regents approved the creation of the School

training center.

of Health Studies (SHS) at the University of

researchers can take health tests into the

Memphis. The School has close to 35 fullContact SPAHCC at 901.678.5025 or

“

It’s important for
people to understand
that our school is not
comprised of students
simply learning how
to do sit ups and
push ups.

”

“While the SPAHCC is part of the School
of Health Studies and is focused largely on
sport performance, it’s important for people to
understand that our school is not comprised
of students simply learning how to do sit ups
and push ups. This is often a misconception in
a college or school where sport-specific testing
is performed. The reality is that approximately
90 percent of our students are studying in the
health sciences. Our academic disciplines are
excellent preparatory programs for students
who want to move into the healthcare field in
areas such as healthcare leadership, physical
or occupational therapy, clinical nutrition and
medicine,” Bloomer says.

time faculty and staff members, as well as

memphis.edu/spahcc for more information,

approximately 50 adjunct faculty (most of

including on future symposia.

whom teach in the campus-wide physical
activity program). Its academic disciplines

(Ginger H. Porter [BA ’90] is a Cordova,

(dietetics and clinical nutrition, environmental

Tenn.- based freelancer who also writes for

nutrition, exercise science, healthcare

St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital and

leadership, health sciences/health promotion,

various medical and corporate clients. She was

nutrition science and physical education

the editor of Good Health Magazine for The

teacher education) are home to about 900

Commercial Appeal for five years and was a

undergraduate and graduate students. A

student writer for The University of Memphis

graduate certificate in faith and health is also

Magazine from 1989 to 1990.)

offered in partnership with the Memphis
Church Health Center.
Approval was recently granted to start a new
undergraduate program in Health Sciences,
which will be a preparatory program for
students planning to attend graduate school
for medicine, occupational therapy, physical
therapy, physician assistant, chiropractic and
related areas of study. Students are taught
to analyze and synthesize data and develop
alternative approaches to problem solving
through introductory courses in health and
wellness to specialized courses in nutrition
therapy, biomechanics, health sciences,
healthcare leadership, exercise physiology,
physical education and program planning. For
more information, visit www.memphis.edu/shs.

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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HEAD COACHING CAREER

‘91-’95

‘95-’96

‘97-’07

‘07-’13

‘13-’15

2016

BLUE
COLLAR
LEGEND

BY
BOBBY
HALL

During an eight-day period last winter, new Tiger basketball
coach Tubby Smith’s Texas Tech squad upset three Top 25
teams — success Memphis hasn’t seen in a decade. It’s one
of the many reasons Smith may well be the perfect hire.
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New Tiger basketball coach Tubby Smith.
(Photos by Casey Lissau)
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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ittle did Guffrie and Parthenia Smith
know that when their family of 17 kids
was digging out an existence on a small farm
in the Chesapeake Bay area of southern
Maryland that they were growing one of college
basketball’s most-respected coaches.
Those roots, stained and soaked with sweat,
but strewn with inspiration, explain a lot about
Orlando “Tubby” Smith.

“That’s how they made
their living . . . how we
made ends meet . . . by
getting up early, working
hard and going to bed late.
I’m blessed to have that
kind of upbringing.”
“My parents were very special people . . .
substance of the earth,” says Smith, 65, who
in mid-April became the 18th men’s head
basketball coach at the University of Memphis.
“That’s how they made their living . . . how
we made ends meet . . . by getting up early,
working hard and going to bed late. I’m blessed
to have that kind of upbringing.”
The family worked that rural plot on Fresh
Pond Road in tiny Scotland, Md., as if their life
depended on it — because in all probability
it did.
“You recognize that this is how you’re going
to eat and how you’re going to survive,” Smith
says. “It becomes a part of your nature. All of
those things taught me that in order to get the
job done, you have to finish the job . . . and all
those things have helped me become who

Memphis basketball:
“A special opportunity”
Smith has been around the game for a long,

I am.”
Who he is at this point in life is the man

long time, of course, but there’s no evidence

“That was my first exposure to basketball as
a little kid, when I barely could even throw the
ball up there.”
There’s a lot more that Smith remembers

who has a five-year, $15.45 million contract

he ever shot at one of those original peach

about a humble childhood — with pigs, cows

to coach the Tigers. UofM President M. David

baskets that the game’s founder, Dr. James

and chickens — that shaped a work ethic that

Rudd hailed him as “a historic hire,” and “the

Naismith, hung up.

has served him well, and grounded him in

most accomplished coach the University has

“We shot at a tomato basket,” Smith recalls.

the principles that have made him a legend in
college basketball.

ever hired.” Rudd added, “For the University of

“We didn’t have peaches. We had tomatoes

Memphis and our basketball program, Tubby

and we hauled them in that basket . . . so my

“We hauled a lot of stuff in that basket . . .

Smith is simply the right guy at the right time.”

oldest brother, ‘Smitty,’ nailed one up on the

crabs, fish, vegetables,” Smith says. But at such

corn house.

a young age, he never envisioned that basket
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could also hold a dream that would later be
fulfilled in a different venue for hard work.
Among his career accomplishments are
a national championship at Kentucky in
1998; three-time National Coach of the Year,
including last year at Texas Tech; four NCAA

his math teacher — Cecil Short — approached

“I’m excited because I see
President Rudd’s and their
vision, and it gets me fired
up about the potential.”

Elite Eight appearances; nine NCAA Sweet

“I’m like, ‘What’s Mr. Short coming to the
bus for?’” Smith says. “‘What did I do today?’
I didn’t want to get an ass-whoopin’ and not
know why, because whenever a teacher came
to the bus, it was like ‘whoa.’”

16 trips; a 31-17 all-time record in 18 NCAA
Tournaments; six Southeastern Conference

Smith’s father in the bus lot.

The question for Smith’s dad was if it would
“They attracted me just by their eagerness

be OK for his son to come out for the team at

regular-season championships; five SEC

to have me as part of the program, and they

George Washington Carver in Lexington Park,

tournament titles; coach of the year honors

shared with me that there was more than

Md. The answer was “yes.”

in the SEC (three times), Missouri Valley

basketball that I could do for this community

(twice) and Big 12 (once) conferences; and an

and what I could do for this University. They

moment . . . the galvanizing moment” in his

Olympic Gold medal as an assistant coach in

really did a good job.

discovery of basketball came about the same

Sydney, Australia, in 2000.
Earlier this year he was the recipient of
the John R. Wooden Award’s “Legends of

“I’m excited because I see President Rudd’s
and their vision, and it gets me fired up about
the potential.”

Coaching” honor, which recognizes coaches
who exemplify Wooden’s high standards of
success and personal integrity.

What Smith recalls as the “watershed

time his dad granted him permission to play as
a high school freshman.
“We didn’t see many games on TV,” he says.
“We had a black and white TV that you had to

That visit from Mr. Short
Smith’s given name is Orlando, but he’s

hold the antenna just right to get it to work.
The first game I really watched was the 1966

been Tubby since his childhood days when

championship game between the Kentucky

different teams to the NCAA Tournament —

he got the nickname because he often spent

Wildcats and Texas Western.

Tulsa, Georgia, Kentucky, Minnesota and Texas

more than his share of time in the galvanized

Tech. (The other is Oklahoma’s Lon Kruger).

tub that served the Smith family siblings — 12

athlete, and being a basketball player, and

And now he has a chance to take a sixth team,

girls and five boys. The Smiths didn’t have

wanting to coach and wanting to teach.”

although he really never expected such an

running water or indoor plumbing. They had

opportunity.

a well and an outhouse, and a “night potty”

his teachers and coaches — and his older

bucket, as he called it.

brother, Guffrie Jr. ‘Smitty,’ a career teacher

Smith is one of only two coaches to lead five

“You get to a certain point in your career
where you are thinking ‘why leave?’” says

“During the week we just used a basin of

Smith, whose career record as a college head

water, and on Saturday night we bathed,” says

coach is 557-276 and is one of only seven

Smith, who was the sixth child of the church-

active head coaches with at least 500 victories

going, tenant-farming family. “I had a fondness

and an NCAA title.

for the tub.”

“Leaving Texas Tech was probably the

His dad was a decorated veteran of World

toughest move I’ve made, because we’d

War II, receiving a Purple Heart and acclaim in

invested a lot of time — a lot of blood, sweat

the 92nd Infantry as a Buffalo Soldier. He used

and sacrifice in the last three years — and

his entrepreneurial spirit to become owner of

they’d invested a lot in me.”

a barber shop, trailer park and laundromat. He

But the UofM opportunity was special.
“The tradition . . . we’re a program that has

drove a school bus for almost half a century.
“He wasn’t much into athletics,” Smith says.

had success at the highest level. Playing for a

“Athletics to him was to see how fast you could

national championship twice . . . three Final

get those chores done. See how fast you could

Fours,” Smith says. “And just the way (athletic

cut that wood or carry that water. That’s what

director) Tom Bowen and (deputy director of

he measured you by.”

athletics) Mark Alnutt approached me, and the
people they had involved in the search.

Smith didn’t experience organized basketball
until the ninth grade. Until then, he’d just
played sandlot games — kickball, dodgeball,
basketball — just for entertainment. One day

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

“That’s what propelled me into being an

His boyhood mentors and role models were

and educator who currently is president of the
Maryland Board of Education.

“They attracted me just
by their eagerness to have
me as part of the program,
and they shared with me
that there was more than
basketball that I could
do for this community
and what I could do for
this University.”
“I’ve always felt some of the most important
people in my life have been coaches and
teachers,” says Smith, who finished his prep
FA L L 2 016
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“People would say, ‘Coach, we’re defending you,’ and I’d
say, ‘Defending me from what? I don’t need no defending.’
Coaching is just something I wanted to do.”
what’s said. I’m 65 years old and I don’t need

the resources to compete with anyone in

anybody to prop me up. I’m pretty secure in

recruiting.”

who I am and what I’ve accomplished.
“At Kentucky, people would say, ‘Coach,

Smith played his college basketball at
then-High Point (N.C.) College, a United

we’re defending you,’ and I’d say, ‘Defending

Methodist-affiliated liberal arts school. He was

me from what? I don’t need no defending.’

team captain and all-conference as a senior,

Coaching is just something I wanted to do. I

and finished with 1,589 career points, which

love doing it. My dad always taught me that

still stands as seventh highest total in school

pressure was how a man was going to feed his

history. Recently, he was inducted into High

family, and how to keep a roof over your head.

Point University’s Athletics Hall of Fame. It was

That’s what pressure is.”

at High Point that he met and later married
Donna Walls, the school’s homecoming queen.

Doing it the Tubby way
Regarding recruiting, Smith has a basic
career at Great Mills High. “I know the sacrifices
they have to make because they’re not paid

philosophy.
“You set a standard,” he says. “You offer an

The Smiths have three sons: Orlando “G.G.,”
who is head coach at Loyola (Maryland); Saul,
who is an assistant on the Tiger staff; and
Brian, who played at Ole Miss and has worked

that well. Of course, coaches today at my level

opportunity for a young man. You show him

in athletics; and daughter Trisch, vice president

are paid pretty good, but I know when I first

what you have, and either he accepts it and

and managing director of diversity and

got into teaching and coaching in 1973, it was

wants to be a part of it, or he doesn’t. And

inclusion for communications giant Edelman

$7,200. And that was coaching three sports,

that’s it. There’s not a lot else.

in Washington, D.C. Smith and his wife have

teaching five classes, and then having to take a

“And we’re going to do it by the NCAA rules.

been active philanthropists, providing more

summer job. So I know the sacrifices coaches

We’re going to be honest and up front and do

than $2 million to assist underprivileged youth

and teachers make at all levels.

it the right way. That’s been my way. And we’ve

in Kentucky, Minnesota and Texas through The

been pretty successful.”

Tubby Smith Foundation.

“Whether they’re volunteers or whether
they’re being paid, they’re performing an act

Smith is fully aware that Memphis has been

Through it all, Smith has been described by

that’s giving of themselves. So that’s how I try

a hotbed of recruiting through the years. He

peers and co-workers as classy and caring, and

to treat people with respect for what they’re

recruited two local prep standouts — Andre

a “people person” who can and will identify

doing.”

Hollins of White Station and Austin Hollins of

with every person on campus if given the time.

Smith understands the importance of

Germantown — to Minnesota.

Examples of the respect he’s gained

winning and the development of young men.

“There are a lot of moving parts here,” he

He’s coached 11 NBA draft picks and 18 of his

says. “You’ve got a great fan base, you’ve had

Commonwealth coach who gave him his

former players have moved on to play at the

success with a lot of local players, and we

first job as a college assistant in 1979, and

NBA level. He expects to keep winning, and

hope to continue to attract them. We’d love to

Manhattan coach Steve Masiello in comments

developing young men, and he’s comfortable

have another Penny Hardaway, another Keith

to The Commercial Appeal.

in his own shoes as a self-described “blue

Lee, and some of those great players.

collar” and “Joe Bag of Donuts” kind of guy.
“I feel really blessed that Dr. Rudd and Tom

“We expect to keep them at home. We’re
going to recruit ’em as hard as we can. We’re

came from J. D. Barnett, former Virginia

“He’s one of the classiest people in the
business . . . he’s a man of great detail, and he
does things the right way,” Masiello said.

Bowen and people believe in me,” Smith says.

going to show them why this is the best place

“I learned a long time ago that coaching is not

for them to go to school, and why playing for

going to find in this business — which is a very

pressure. My dad taught me that years ago, so

their hometown school is to be treasured.

corrupt business — somebody that’s as honest

it’s kind of what I live by.
“I don’t worry about what’s written or
34
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“I also know there are a lot of other
great opportunities, but I believe we have

Barnett added, “I don’t think you’re ever

and as principle-oriented.”
Smith accepts such praise humbly.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

“I’ve always tried to treat people with

off ‘because I know you’ and she really does.

Memphis for what is likely to be his last stop

respect,” he says. “I’ll say hello to everybody.

But I came out on the court ‘vroom, vroom.’

on the coaching carousel. Asked in his heart-of-

I may not know their names but I’ll go out of

When I got to the end of the court, I stuck my

hearts what goals remain, Smith didn’t mention

my way to speak to ’em. It goes back to how I

foot down to try to turn into a circle, but the

titles or honors or padding what will likely be a

was brought up. My dad would shake people’s

floor was slick.

Hall of Fame resume.

hands. And he always talked about serving
others.
“He always said, ‘Son, good manners
will take you a long way. It doesn’t cost you
anything to have good manners. You should
be polite.’”
But Smith can also be stern — a
no-nonsense kind of guy — and he’s known for

“I had on tennis shoes, but the leather coat
kind of stopped me when I tried to put my foot

way, and gave it his all,” he says. “You do it

down, and I crashed. I was OK . . . just worried

because you love it. And the by-product is that

that I might have scratched up the floor.

someone becomes successful and someone’s

“Usually their slogan is ‘Wreck ’em, Tech,’ but
that night it was ‘Wreck ’em, Tubby.’”
Smith occasionally hears innuendo about
“I don’t know when that started . . . I guess

Tubby “stare.” He doesn’t have to say anything,

when I was at Minnesota,” he says. “When you

just glare with that penetrating stare.

get to a certain age, some things you can still
do and some things you can’t. I can’t go out

“My mom was more of a holler person. It was

and play basketball like I used to, but I still have

her way of keeping us out of harm’s way. My

energy, and I can get in a stance defensively

dad wasn’t very demonstrative. He was a staff

and I can still show ’em how to shoot. But I’ve

sergeant in the Army, so when he was around,

got a great staff.

it was always like ‘Atten-Hut!’ He didn’t have to

life is touched. You want to help the program
and the University . . . make it all a better place
for players, fans, staff, everybody.

his age.

a look that has humbled many a player. It’s the

“The stare came from my dad,” Smith says.

“I’d just like people to say he did it the right

“A lot of people ask, ‘Do you have a postman

“I’d just like people
to say he did it the
right way, and gave it
his all.”
“People really don’t care how much you
know until they know how much you care. And

raise his voice. He’d just give you that look and

coach?’ I ask, ‘What are you talking about?’ If

that’s the way I live. You show players that you

that was it — you’d just crumble. You’d confess.

you know the game, you can teach the game.

appreciate them, then they’re going to respond

It wasn’t like he was persecuting you, but it

A lot of people coach who never played the

and react in the proper way.”

would scare you. But my mom was as tough

game. If you’re driven and you’re competent

as anybody. There’s no greater saint in my life

and capable of teaching the game, that’s what

than my mom.”

we look for.
“I look back at the Final Fours in recent

“I wore this long leather
trench coat and had
sunglasses on, so right
away I was out of
my element”

And history has clearly shown that Tubby
Smith’s way works extremely well.
(Freelancer Bobby Hall is a member of the

years. There have been some ‘old guys’ — Jim

Tennessee Sports Writers Hall of Fame. He

Boeheim, Mike Krzyzewski, Roy Williams, John

covered sports for The Commercial Appeal for

Calipari, Bo Ryan. None of those guys are

nearly 40 years before retiring in 2001. He

spring chickens.”

can often be found on the golf course — either

With a burning desire to continue to achieve
and succeed — he says he’s got “plenty of

practicing his swing or writing about the FedEx
St. Jude Golf Classic.)

gas in the tank” — Smith now finds himself in

Smith isn’t so focused and driven that he
can’t have a little fun — like the time he suited
up as movie character John Shaft and rode a
motorcycle into the pre-season tipoff Midnight
Madness celebration at Texas Tech.
“I wore this long leather trench coat and
had sunglasses on, so right away I was out
of my element,” Smith says, laughing with
the memory of his antics and solid black
ensemble. “My wife told me not to be showing
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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SGT. JOSHUA HOOD (BA ’03)

WAR STORIES
IN THEIR OWN WORDS

Army: 82nd Airborne Division 20042008; Iraq 2005-2006, Afghanistan
2007-2008
Now: Member of the Shelby County
SWAT Team and author of two novels,
Clear by Fire and Warning Order
“The only reason I finished college instead of
enlisting after 9/11 was because I was scared
of my mom. At 5 feet, 5 inches tall, she’s a
terrifying figure. When I graduated in 2003, I
had already enlisted in the Army. She wasn’t
happy with that decision, but she understood
that there was a fire inside of me. Most people
think that if a college grad enlists in the
infantry, there is some romantic Beau Geste
story behind the decision. There wasn’t; I just
needed to see if I measured up.

“The real action was
in Iraq, where the surge
was in full swing. I
thought it was going to
be a boring 12 months;
I was wrong.”
“After basic training I was sent to Airborne
School, and then to the 82nd Airborne, a
division steeped in history and honor. From

How does it feel to go from the

there it was off to Iraq. In Iraq, my battalion
liberated Haqlaniyah before being sent to
the Sunni triangle to assist in the retaking of

maelstrom of a desert war zone to
the tranquil halls of a college campus?
The University of Memphis Magazine
asked students and alumni who are
veterans to reflect on their military
service. Here are a few of their stories.

Ramadi. At the time, the city of 375,000 was

By Gabrielle Maxey

I thought it was going to be a boring 12

STORIES:

R OWN WORDS
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being called ‘the most dangerous city in the
world.’ It was a well-earned title, one built on
IEDs (improvised explosive devices), close-

WAR STORIES:

quarter fighting and nearside ambushes. I lost
three close friends during that deployment.
“After coming home, I was sent to a

different battalion, the 1-508 Parachute
Infantry Regiment. At the time, Afghanistan

IN THEIR OWN WORDS

was a mostly forgotten war. The real action
was in Iraq, where the surge was in full swing.
months; I was wrong. Two days after arriving in

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Korengal Valley and Uruzgan. We found out on
Thanksgiving that we were being extended for
three months. Our final objective was a Taliban
stronghold called Musa Qala.
“Musa Qala means ‘Fortress of Moses,’
and it lived up to its reputation. By the time
we headed back to Kandahar, we had lost
two more brothers. In the end I was wrong
about the deployment being boring. Out of 15
months in country, we spent less than two in
Kandahar. I left the Army in 2008, but like so
many others, I am still burdened by the horrors
of war. However, hovering above that weight
is an eternal gratitude that stems from the fact
that for every sacrifice, I witnessed a triumph of
the human spirit.”

SPC. MELISSA MAHER

SGT. Joshua Hood

country, 1-Fury was given the dubious honor

poppy fields. The fields produce almost 80

of becoming the first Theater Tactical Force.

percent of the world’s raw opium, with all

The decision meant that we would be sent

the profits falling back into the hands of

wherever the fighting was heaviest. We moved

the Taliban.

south to Kandahar Airfield, a base made

“The British assumed control of the province

famous by its open-air sewage pond. Despite

in 2006, and quickly dubbed it ‘the heart of

the stench, I figured it wasn’t a bad place to

darkness.’ By 2007, The Guardian called the

spend a deployment.

town ‘the most violent place in Afghanistan.’

“My platoon was attached to the scout

No one knew this better than the elite 3rd

sniper element, and given the call sign ‘Team

Para, who were encircled by the Taliban.

Ranger.’ Before we had a chance to unpack, we

Team Ranger was sent in to conduct armed

had a mission. The Sangin is located about 135

reconnaissance, and secure the helicopter

kilometers northwest of Kandahar, in the heart

landing zones. On day two of the operation,

of opium country. From a distance, the village

200 Taliban fighters drew us into an eight-hour

looks like a dusty emerald, casually tossed in

firefight. Task Force 1-Fury quickly cleared the

the midst of a pile of dirt and mud. A warren

Taliban from the area, but we were only getting

of ancient irrigation ditches snake out from the

started. By November, Team Ranger and TF

Helmand River, crisscrossing the thick-walled

1-Fury had conducted combat operations

compounds that loom over pink and white

in Khowst, Tora Bora, Zabul, Hyderabad, the

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

Army: Combat medic 1992-1994 and
2001-2004 (active duty) and 1995-1999
(National Guard). Served at bases in the
East and Southeast as well as in Kuwait
and Iraq during Operation Iraqi Freedom
in 2003
At the UofM: Senior majoring in
psychology; vice president of the Student
Veterans Organization and works at the
Veterans Resource Center

SPC. Melissa Maher and husband, Tom.
FA L L 2 016
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a soldier to a soldier’s wife. I served behind

Melissa and her service dog, Chauncey.

the scenes during my husband’s multiple
deployments. By the time we got to our 10th
anniversary, we had spent nearly as much time
apart as we had together. I passed the time by
volunteering as the Family Readiness Group
leader for the Special Troops Battalion of the
1st Armored Division in Wiesbaden, Germany.
I have been able to visit places I thought I
would only ever dream about seeing.
“Currently I am studying psychology and
hope to continue here at the UofM through

“I knew I had a family history of military

directly overhead. I started thinking about my

service, but it wasn’t until well after I was

grandfather and my uncles. I tried to imagine

out that I began to trace my ancestry and

the things they had to endure and then I began

learned that some member of my family had

to tell myself that if they could make it home,

worn a military uniform all the way back to

so could I, and my fear began to subside.

the Revolutionary War. They had all served

“In Iraq I worked in a Combat Support

honorably and came home. I knew my

Hospital. No matter who it is that comes

grandfather served in World War II, my uncles

through our doors, they get the same

in Korea, Vietnam, Panama and other places.

treatment as everyone else, whether they are a

To my knowledge, I am the first woman (in

Marine, airman or an innocent Iraqi bystander.

our family) to serve on active duty, deploy and

This also meant providing the same level of

return home safely.

medical care to our enemy as we provided to

“In Iraq I worked in a
Combat Support Hospital.
No matter who it is
that comes through our
doors, they get the same
treatment as everyone
else, whether they are
a marine, airman or an
innocent Iraqi bystander.”
“I remember sitting in Kuwait in the days

SPC. Coley Sontag

hard.
“But that was nothing compared to the
children. Over the course of our stay in Iraq, we
had entirely too many pediatric patients. Every
one of them was an innocent bystander. Some
were injured by suicide bombers; for others we
never learned what caused their injuries. We
had one young girl who had severe burns to
her feet and lower legs. She was alive because
her mother had turned her body at the last
woman’s last act as a mother saved the girl’s

and our Patriot missiles would blow them out

life. We received two pediatric patients from

of the sky. This left us in full protective gear,

another hospital. They were a brother and

sitting inside metal transportation containers

sister, both unconscious and on ventilators, yet

(bunkers had not yet been built) listening to

someone had taken the time to put bows in

tiny metal fragments ping off the roof if the

the girl’s hair. Those are the patients who stick

wind was blowing just right. I remember sitting

with me the most.

FA L L 2 016

and sisters who have served.”

soldiers in the cots on either side of him was

firing missiles at us all night long, every hour,

38

especially as it relates to my fellow brothers

do. Caring for a man that you know put the

second to shield her daughter from harm. The

Scud missile seemed to have been taken out

researching post-traumatic stress disorder —

our own. This wasn’t always an easy thing to

leading up to the invasion. The Iraqis were

in the bunker, feeling quite afraid as the last

Graduate School. Ultimately, I want to get into

“After returning from Iraq, I was medically
retired from the Army and went from being

SPC. COLEY SONTAG
Army: Airborne Infantryman 2011-2015;
Afghanistan Feb.-Nov. 2014
At the UofM: Sophomore majoring in
civil engineering; membership chair for the
Student Veterans Organization
“My first duty station was at Camp Casey,
South Korea. We were given the chance to
take a trip to Thailand, where we ran training
missions with the Royal Thai Army and we

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

SPC. Sontag with his unit on deployment.

also were able to take a night on the town

more grateful for this life every day because

and their dad all served, along with my sister

in Bangkok (and yes, it really is crazy). From

of it. There are no mistakes, because it’s the

and several cousins. I did basic training at

there, I went to Fort Bragg (where I started

mistakes that we make today, that make us

Fort Benning, Ga., for nine weeks during one

jumping out of airplanes). There’s not much

who we are tomorrow. So modeling yourself is

of the hottest summers on record, and I lost

to say about Fort Bragg, except that’s where

a part of life, not a mistake.”

a whopping 50 pounds through it. Then on

we got our orders to deploy to Afghanistan.
Afghanistan was a treat for sure. I loved the
culture there, and aside from the radical

my 21st birthday, I went to San Antonio for
SPC. Kevin Baugh

my medical training. It was a wonderful four
months of learning how to perform medical

Islamists, Muslims are truly generous people.

operations in the field, using whatever you

The worst experience I had over there was the

have available.

time I almost shot an 8-year-old. I was coming

“Korea was a mandatory one-year tour, no

around a corner and this kid came around

family, and we had a curfew of midnight during

right at the same time. He happened to have

the week and 3 a.m. on weekends. My job

a toy AK-47 rifle. At first I didn’t know what it

there was to oversee medical operations for

was. It was in a matter of seconds that I had to

an engineering company during training. Then

make a decision to either shoot or not. I quickly

I was transferred to the base ER for six months

realized what it was and took my aim off the

of emergency training. Overall it was a great

child. But it wasn’t long after that heart-racing

learning experience.

event that we started to take direct fire from
enemies within the city.

“There are no mistakes,
because it’s the mistakes
that we make today, that
make us who we are
tomorrow. So modeling
yourself is a part of life,
not a mistake.”

SPC. KEVIN BAUGH
Army: Medic from May 2008 to
September 2013. Served in an armored
unit in South Korea, aviation in New
York and a hospital in Washington D.C.
Deployed to Afghanistan 2010-2011
At the UofM: Junior majoring in
psychology with a minor in German;
officer in the Student Veterans
Organization, UMpact and occasional
member of Stonewall Tigers

“Throughout all of these experiences,
though, it has made me a better a person. I’m

“ I was placed in charge
of soldiers and daily
clinical operations until
I was medically released
for PTSD and other issues.
If I could do it all again,
I would.”
“Fort Drum, N.Y., was a whole new beast. I
learned how to set up, carry out and maintain
a medical unit and its clinic, along with how to

“I joined the Army in 2008 as part of my

conduct flight physicals, do flight medicine and

family tradition. My dad, two of his brothers
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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SPC. Baugh, third from right, on hospital duty.
Below, Baugh with a mobile medical unit.

was also deployed to Afghanistan in 2010-

“Military service was the best choice I

2011. While deployed, we maintained a bed in

ever made in my life. Prior to joining, I did a

the base ER where I saw a lot of emergency

semester in college but lacked motivation,

services provided, including surgeries, and was

initiative and overall a sense of purpose to

able to save many lives. I had a few close calls

succeed, so I did some soul searching and

as well. On Good Friday 2011, my aid station

decided I wanted more for myself. I wanted

was destroyed by a rocket attack while I was

to serve my country and become a man.

standing outside. I lost a good friend

I spoke with a recruiter and I was gone in

and nurse.

three weeks. The training taught me how

“Forward to Fort Belvoir, Va., to the new

to work as a member of a team, and I was

flagship hospital. I was placed in charge of

fortunate to meet some of the best men and

soldiers and daily clinical operations until I was

women from all over the world. Growing up

medically released for PTSD and other issues.

SGT. David Scott

If I could do it all again, I would.”

SGT. DAVID SCOTT
Army: 2009-2016, served as a field
artilleryman. Stationed in Fort Stewart, Ga.,
with 1-41 FA, 3rd Infantry Division and at
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, with 3-7 FA,
25th Infantry Division. Deployed to Iraq in
2010 and was at JSS Loyalty in Baghdad
At the UofM: History major and political
science minor, will be taking the LSAT
in September to apply to law school;
president of the Memphis Student
Veterans Organization and a member of
Phi Alpha Theta and College Democrats;
educational benefits consultant with the
Department of Veterans Affairs.

in Western Kentucky and Memphis, you don’t
often encounter people from all 50 states
or Saipan or West Africa, so I learned to step
out of my comfort zone. I still keep in contact
with my military friends, and five of my seven
groomsmen were veterans or currently serving.

“I wanted to serve my
country and become
a man. I spoke with a
recruiter and I was gone
in three weeks.”
“The most important thing that my training
and deployment taught me is that no matter
what I’m going through, it could always be
worse. I’ve never been colder than December
at Fort Sill when the cold wind blew across
the treeless plains of Oklahoma; I’ve never

40
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been hotter or felt more humbled than walking
through the humid streets of Baghdad in
115-degree weather with 30 pounds of gear
into a refugee camp with no running water or
electricity with houses made out of tires and
scrap metal. My deployment to Iraq was an
experience that I will never forget and I want
to ensure we pay tribute to PFC Francisco
Guardado and Sgt. Johnny Lumpkin, two of the
many soldiers who gave their lives in service to
our country.
“Gen. Douglas MacArthur said, ‘Duty,
Honor, Country. Those three hallowed words
reverently dictate what you ought to be, what
you can be, what you will be. They are your
rallying points: to build courage when courage
seems to fail; to regain faith when there seems
to be little cause for faith; to create hope when
hope becomes forlorn.’”

STAFF SGT. JEREMY BAKER
Air Force: Served six years with Security
Force 2010-2016. Stationed at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo.
One deployment to a classified location
At the UofM: Mechanical engineering
major
“At age 18, I was constantly asked what
I wanted to do with my life after high
school. I had decided I wanted to become
a police officer. I came to this decision after
encountering a violent person shouting and
berating my manager and co-workers at the
Walgreens where I worked. Moments after
that incident, a police officer arrived and the
entire atmosphere was calmed. I was amazed
at how much the officer helped everyone

STAFF SGT. Jeremy Baker

“During my time, I held
many different positions,
including 911 dispatcher,
flight chief (patrolman
manager) and corrections
specialist. I responded to
emergency calls, ranging
from missing children to
a manhunt and natural
disasters.”

involved, and after witnessing this, I realized I
also wanted to help people. I started searching

“I enlisted at the age of 19 and signed on

online at police academies and other law

for the Air Force Security Forces, which is the

enforcement agencies, all of which said a

security and law enforcement section. After

military background was highly sought after.

basic military training and technical training,

After much deliberation – and my mother

I was stationed at the Air Force Academy,

begging me not to – I joined the Air Force.

were I remained for all six years of my service.

an undisclosed location. During my time, I
held many different positions, including 911
dispatcher, flight chief (patrolman manager)
and corrections specialist. I responded to
emergency calls, ranging from missing children
to a manhunt and natural disasters. I enjoyed
the time I served very much — it gave me a
great appreciation for my country and fellow
Americans.
“I also fell in love with another member
of my military unit. The next year we got
married, and my wife, Mariah, and I have two
children, Grayson and Ezekiel. After we had our
first child, my wife left the military and went
to college. After she finished obtaining her
degree, we made the decision for me to exit
the military because I wanted to be there for
my family.”

While there, I was deployed overseas to
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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I

“Everything okay?” my father asked.
t had been over a year since I last stopped

by to see my father, who was sixty years old
and alone. Every conversation had led us to
the subject of politics, and at some point I just
decided that we would never agree with each

I shook my new pill bottle. “I don’t know.
How long have you been on these pills?”
He groaned. “Too long. You know, I still gag
on them all the time.”
“So much for growing out of it.” Neither of

other. It didn’t occur to me to get back in touch

us had ever gotten the hang of swallowing pills.

with him until the doctor put me on the same

“You ever get your liver looked at again?”

directing traffic.”
“No kidding.” I saw that he was swaying in
his seat. “Have you been drinking?”
He took out a mint and chewed on it. “I’m
not allowed to, and neither are you. Remember
that.”
I almost asked if he had been drinking
anyway.

liver medication that he’d been on for years.

A silence. “Yeah, I’m good.”

“So you’re listening to your doctor now?”

And I was only thirty.

Another silence gave me the reins of the

“I’m fine,” he said.

I called him while waiting outside a
walk-up pharmacy and smoking a cigarette.

conversation, and I froze.
There was a reason why we hadn’t called

The cars in front of us began moving, and
my father said, “Park at the Navy Federal. We’ll

My father, whose voice was so familiar, let out

each other in so long. We had forgotten how to

an unsuspected raspy laugh when I told him

talk to each other. I needed something to say

about the new meds I was now on and about

to keep him talking — and listening — but none

we got out of the car, my father bent over and

to pick up. Why had I called him? Twenty years

of the obvious things came to mind. Only the

rubbed his stomach.

ago that man’s callous and arrogant cackle

thing that seemed most important.

could have made the whole world tremble.
“My son’s on liver pills,” he said, blowing

And that sealed the deal. We arranged to

“Is that normal?”

crackling with static. “What’s this world coming

father had made plans.
“I’m going to the Trump rally in Millington.

“Maybe I’ll move back in with you. We can
“You wouldn’t move back in,” he said. “You
still got that job with the symphony?”

“What’s wrong?” I asked.
“Gut pain,” he said.

meet the next day. I expected dinner, but my

share a medicine cabinet.”

I turned into the bank and parked. When

“It’s good hearing you again, Dad.”

spit into the phone, which was already
to?”

walk.”

Want to come?”
I debated fighting him on it — he knew I

“I can make it.” He slowly straightened. I
moved alongside him, close enough to catch
him if he fell.
“Dad, let me know if you need to stop a
minute.”

voted Democrat, so maybe he’d understand

“You want to bury me, or go to this thing?”

— but I decided against it. There was already

We continued on and joined other people

“Yeah, still playing saxophone.”

a year’s worth of distance between us, and I

walking to the rally. A limo passed us and

“That black one, with the silver on the

wanted to bridge it if I could.

approached a hangar in the distance.

pads?”
“Best fifteen-hundred bucks you ever
spent on me.”

We agreed to take one car, and I

“Think that’s him?” my father asked.

volunteered to drive. The next day, I pulled up

“No way. He’s probably already speaking.”

to the old house in my black Toyota Camry. My

“You see his jet anywhere?”

“No kidding. How’s that going for you?”

father came out wearing baggy khaki shorts

“We’ll see. The symphony’s not doing so

with too many pockets and a “Who Dat” New

three planes on the runway. “How would you

great, but if they stick around, they won’t fire

Orleans Saints T-shirt. I was wearing a white

know which one is his?”

me. I’m the only tenor sax they have.”

Ivy League polo shirt and pressed dress pants,

“Of course. You always were number one.
Real talent.”
“How about you, Dad? Still working for the
old company?”
“Still working, yeah. Another few years and
I’ll retire.”
I took in a deep breath. My father had
been “a few years” away from retirement since
I graduated from high school.
The pharmacy worker called out to me

frayed from years of wear.
My father sat down in the car and
started giving me directions to the regional
airport, where they were holding the rally. I
told him that I knew the way, so he began a
conversation that climaxed with “Obama’s the

I looked at the airfield. There were at least

“You’ll know. It’s got his name on it in big
white letters.”
As we got closer to an old hangar, I saw the
Trump jet parked on the far end of it.
“Look at that,” I said. “Big white letters.
That’s got to be it.”
We went around a chain-link fence

worst president we’ve ever had — end of story.”

surrounding the hangar and passed stands

I rolled my eyes, squeezed the steering

selling buttons and T-shirts. Lines of people

wheel, and drove in silence, letting him talk.
Traffic backed up as we neared the road

filed through security stations equipped with
metal detectors. A small group of protestors

before I could think of a reply. I gave my

to the airport. My father leaned forward in the

gathered across from them and chanted, “Black

father a quick “Hang on,” and picked up my

passenger seat and shouted, “Where’s the

lives matter.”

prescription.

cops? They ought to have somebody out here
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Responses rose from the crowds entering
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the event. My father joined them, shouting,

to you, is there? If I disagree with you, you say

“All lives matter.” Then he turned to me, and

I’m calling you an idiot. If I criticize you, you say

“All right,” he said. I lent him an arm and

I knew what he expected. I was his son, and I

I’m disrespecting you.” He shook his head, and

helped him back to the car. He finally caught

had a duty to help him put these protesters in

I added, “That’s how you treated Mom, too.”

his breath and started walking on his own.

their place.
I took out another cigarette, and without

“Don’t you talk about her,” he said. He was
getting out of breath. “If you’ve got something

a word, started walking to get in line for

to say to me, then stop being a coward and

a security checkpoint. My father did not

say it.”

follow me immediately, but I knew he would

I knew my father wouldn’t listen, even if I

feet.

“You weren’t this bad last time I saw you.”
“This isn’t the kind of thing that gets
better.”
We were silent until we got back to
the car.

eventually. I envisioned the disappointed look

had a perfect response. Frustrated, I thought

“Do we need to go to the E.R.?” I said.

on his face, and fully expected some delayed

about my job. I would have to tell my father

“I was walking, wasn’t I? I’ll be fine.”

insult muttered under his breath as he caught

about it eventually, and I couldn’t imagine we

“You need to see a doctor, Dad.”

up to me in the crowd.

would keep talking after today.

“I have an appointment next week. They

Now in line, I checked my cellphone, and
had six texts, all from co-workers.

It was all I could think to say. “I got fired,
Dad.”

always tell me the same thing.”
I was worried about him, but my father had

“Just heard the news,” they texted. “Sorry.”

“What did you say?”

never shown weakness if he could help it. I

At this point, I knew what to expect. After

“I got fired from the symphony. They let a

needed to think. I lit another cigarette and put

all, the symphony had been failing for years. I
had known it was just a matter of time.
What was I supposed to do next? There

lot of guys go. I just found out.”
We both went quiet for a moment, and
that gave us time to breathe. Another chant

on an old CD.
“That’s Boston,” he said. “I didn’t know you
listened to Boston.”

was no way I could keep paying the rent on

came from the protesters, and the crowds gave

“Yeah, had it for a while.”

my apartment, and no hope that I’d get health

the same response as before. People started

He laughed. “You never used to like any of

insurance again before my liver got worse. And

moving past us, and the officers turned what

sooner or later, I’d have to tell my dad that I

little attention they were giving us back to the

had failed.

line.

Suddenly, anger shot through me, and I

my music.”
“Guess I’m a late bloomer,” I said. “You
know, the 40th anniversary tour’s going on.

“Talk to them,” my father said. “Make a

They have a concert coming up in Southaven.”

lost control and shouted obscenities until my

deal. You can’t just lay down and let them fire

His eyes lit up, and I added, “I can get

throat hurt.

you like that.”

A hand grabbed my shoulder. I spun

“Talking to them won’t change anything,

tickets.”
In truth, I had bought tickets a week ago,

around. My father stood there with a fire in his

Dad. The symphony isn’t making money. It’s all

and invited a co-worker, but I could give that

eyes I had not seen in years.

about the money.”

up. Boston had always been one of my father’s

“What’s wrong with you?” he yelled. The

My father sighed. “I’m sorry.”

favorite bands. If I wanted to keep him talking

people standing around us backed away, but

I took in a deep breath and said, “Me too.”

to me, there would never be a better time or

stayed in line. The Millington PD officers at the

For a while, we just stood there not

place.

checkpoint glanced up at us once, but were

knowing what to say to each other. My father

too preoccupied with the crowds to give any

finally said, “Come on,” and we silently made

in front of the old house and drove through

more attention than that.

our way through the security checkpoint and

Southaven until we arrived at the Snowden

into the hanger, where hundreds of people

Grove Amphitheater. I found a parking spot on

like you hate everyone who’s different from

rallied. My father pushed us forward through

the grass, and we walked inside.

you.”

the crowd until we were close enough to see

“You’re the one who’s wrong,” I said. “It’s

“Did you come here just to disrespect me
to my face?”
“What do you want, Dad? You can’t just

him in a long time. He was wearing a worn

sunset and the camera equipment.

T-shirt with a guitar-themed spaceship design

“There he is,” my father said, “the
next president of the United States.” In his

what you’re thinking.”

excitement, he lost his balance.

“so don’t treat me like an idiot.”
“I’m not,” I said. “There’s no getting through
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My father seemed happier than I had seen

Trump’s head glowing golden in the light of the

drag me out here and convert me, if that’s
“You agreed to come here,” he shouted,

On the day of the concert, we met up

“Dad?” I managed to catch him before he

from Boston’s first album. I had pulled out a
faded Eric Clapton T-shirt to try to fit in.
I led the way to our seats, and then looked
out at the crowd.

hit the ground. “I knew something was wrong.

“They’re all your age, Dad.”

We’re going. Right now.” I got him back on his

“What’d you expect?” my father said. He
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

sniffed the air and added, “You smell the

band appeared on stage and began tuning

weed?”

instruments. A cheer rose up from the

“Yeah?”

audience, and my father joined them with our

“Dad, I want to know what’s really wrong

I laughed, but I knew I didn’t belong here.
My father had been listening to this band since

chant. A few people around us repeated it, and

long before I was born. I had only used it as

my father waved back at them.

background noise in my car, because it was too
corny to distract me from the road.
“Dad,” I said, “I don’t really know this band
that well.”
He nodded. “No kidding. You’re a little
young for them.”
“I just listen to them because you played
them all the time. Guess I got used to them.”
He nodded. “Hey, you want to know a

then said, “Hey Dad?”

with you.”
He sighed. “What’s wrong with you?”

Watching him now, I realized how rare it

“I’ll tell you if you tell me.”

was for me to see my father in his element

“Fine.”

doing something he enjoyed. When I was

I took in a deep breath. “Dad, I loved the

growing up, he had often tried to share his

symphony. I put everything I had into that job.

interests, but how many times had he given

Now that it’s gone, I don’t even know what to

them up because of something I said to push

do.”

him away? How much of the distance between
us was the result of bitterness?
We could have walked away from each

“You’ll get another job,” he said. “What’s
wrong with that?”
“I’m afraid, that’s what. You’re right about

secret?” He leaned closer to me and said, “I

other at the rally and never spoken again. The

me. I’m a coward.” My father stared at me, but

don’t like their new stuff.”

threat of that possibility scared me. What if all

said nothing else. “All right,” I said, “keep your

we ever shared was a liver problem? I wanted

end of the deal and tell me what’s wrong with

more from my father than that.

you.”

I don’t know why, but that made me laugh.
“We’ve got to let them know. How about a
chant?” I waved a fist. “Just the hits, just the
hits.”
“That’s the way,” my father said. The
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

I needed to know that there was still a
chance, and I wanted to know how much time
we had left. I waited for him to sit down, and

“Do you remember how your grandfather
died at sixty?”
“I remember.”
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“Your grandmother said it was liver failure,
but it could have been cancer, you know. He
never got himself checked out.”

easier. Just worse and worse, until it kills you.”
I paused. “What do you do, then? What do
you have to look forward to, living like this?”

“You scared?” I said.

There was the longest silence.

“Of course I’m scared. This thing that runs

“Why don’t you move in with me until you

in our family doesn’t go away, and it never gets

figure this out?” he said. “I know money has to

be tight.”
The concert started with a classic rock
version of the National Anthem, and my father
and I stood up together.
By the day of his doctor’s appointment, we
were sharing a medicine cabinet.

About the author
Jeremy Scherer is a third-year MFA student with a concentration in fiction. Raised in the Mormon faith, he grew up in a tight-knit family in
Bartlett, where his parents nurtured his lifelong love of reading. He began writing short fiction in high school, where he found inspiration in
science fiction, the scriptures, the works of Mark Twain and the Final Fantasy video game series.
“‘Just the Hits’ began with my desire to express the vulnerability of a father-son relationship, and it all started with that opening scene,”
says Scherer. “The shared tragedy of deteriorating health lays bare the bitterness that has become a lingering wound in the relationship, and
one that has to bleed again before it can heal. The rest of the story evolved into a struggle involving toxic differences between the father and
son, and the honest exchange that gives hope to their situation. I am indebted to my professors for pushing me to dig deeper, to my mother
for being my most enthusiastic and demanding reader, and to my father, whose love inspired the story from beginning to end.”
About the illustrator
Geoffrey Ware is a senior graphic design student at the University of Memphis who expects to graduate with a BFA this December. He
lives in Lakeland with his wife and two daughters. Furthering his education in graphic design was inspired by his passion for photography,
art and computer software. “Becoming a designer seems like the best way to exercise my creativity on a daily basis,” Ware says. “I enjoy
the challenge, working with various software programs and continually learning.” His inspiration for “Just the Hits” came from the love-hate
relationship between the father and son. “The illustrations depict both the differences and commonalities that brought them together
throughout the story.”
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CONNECTIONS
DR. JERVETTE WARD
(BA ’04, MA ’09, PHD ’11)

KEEPING
IT REAL

Jervette Ward is
currently writing a
book in response to
the book and film
The Help.
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FOR JERVETTE WARD, ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
ANCHORAGE and reality TV
enthusiast, conversations with fellow
black female academics always came
back to a common theme: “We
regularly seemed to discuss what was
going on in the reality TV world,” she
says. “Some people were totally OK
and proud of their viewing habits,
and others seemed to view it as a
secret shame.”
Those talks resulted in Ward’s
edited collection Real Sister:
Stereotypes, Respectability and Black
Women in Reality TV, recommended
as the No. 1 book in the April issue of
Essence magazine.
“Social media regularly chronicles
the reality TV happenings. Everyone
was talking about it,” she recalls.
“Some of the conversations
were surface, yet some of the
conversations were highly thoughtful.
I thought it would be interesting to
provide an academic space for a
variety of voices to critically engage
with reality TV shows. I also wanted
FA L L 2 016
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to provide viewers with an opportunity to look at the concept of
stereotypes and respectability. Academics have created labels for various
representations of black womanhood, but often mainstream society
doesn’t have access to that terminology even though there might be
some type of understanding of recurring ideas. I hoped that Real Sister
would be able to bridge the gap. My desire is for it to be informative, fun,
engaging, critical, thoughtful and enlightening.”
Black women are portrayed in various ways on reality TV, says Ward.
“Some portrayals are respectable, some are stereotypical, some are
problematic, some are fun and some are engaging. Black women are not
a monolithic group, and the representation of black womanhood should
not be monolithic either.”
Ward admits to being a reality TV fan herself. “Reality TV is absolutely
fascinating, and there’s such a vast array of shows on TV, but I also find
them frustrating at times,” she says. “The main thing is to remember
that the shows are entertainment, while also remembering that our
entertainment can be incredibly influential and can shape our real lives if
left unchecked.”
So how did an African-American woman from the South (Ward was
born in Memphis and grew up mainly in Mississippi) end up in the Last
Frontier? After teaching at a small liberal arts college in the Boston area,
she was offered an opportunity to teach and research in Alaska. “I felt like
it was an opportunity that I couldn’t turn down. The University of Alaska
Anchorage is the largest university in the state, and it is a wonderful
institution with incredible resources,” says Ward, who primarily teaches
20th century American literature, emphasizing African-American and
African-American women’s literature. “Alaska reminds me of the South in
a lot of ways. Race plays a huge role in the South (and in the North), but
in Alaska, racial issues aren’t black and white, they are white and Native.”
Some of Ward’s students have never had a black professor. “My
teaching and research challenges them to reject the misconceptions
that have been presented about black life, history, culture and literature,”
she says.
The South is a huge influence in her teaching and writing. “When I
teach the South, I primarily teach Memphis and Jackson, Miss. It’s really
cool to be able to teach Ida B. Wells-Barnett and The Red Record while
showing pictures that I have taken of her former newspaper office near
Beale Street or in her hometown of Holly Springs, Miss. As I tell my
students, the Mississippi River flows in my blood.”
Still, the natural beauty of Alaska regularly takes her breath away. “I
love seeing the mountains every single day, if it’s not too cloudy. It’s
amazing to see both mountains and the ocean at the same time – just
five minutes from my house. Denali is such a majestic mountain. Moose
and other wildlife can be seen inside the city limits, and that keeps life
interesting.”
Most people have the misconception that Alaska is always cold, Ward
says. “Summers in Anchorage are spectacular – no humidity and LONG
days with great sunlight. Sometimes we even hit 80 degrees. Since I
moved here from Boston, the winters haven’t been as big an issue in
regard to the cold. I’ve had more of an issue with the darkness, which
can be a little hard to adjust to. Alaska is an amazingly beautiful place.
The mountains, the water, the wildlife – all of it is a grand adventure.”
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The Pink Wig Project
provides wigs to
cancer survivors at
no charge and raises
funds for those
needing genetic
testing for cancer.

TERI TROTTER (’92)

IN THE PINK

THE VAN DOOR SLIDES OPEN AND FIVE GIGGLING WOMEN TUMBLE
OUT, sleek pink wigs flying. “What’s the occasion?” asks a smiling
onlooker. “It’s the Pink Wig Project,” the ladies chirp in unrehearsed
unison. Too silly. So happy. And for Teri Trotter, why not?
“The Pink Wig Project (PWP) makes me so happy,” says Trotter,
founder of the Memphis-based charitable organization that’s all about
life and cancer. PWP raises cancer awareness, details genetic testing and
research and provides pink wigs to the daring (www.pinkwig.org). Even
the mayor of Memphis (UofM alum Jim Strickland) rocked the do at City
Hall in honor of Feb. 6 being declared Pink Wig Project Day.
“I was at the post office yesterday with my daughter mailing out a
shipment of pink wigs, and it just felt so good,” says Trotter. “I love to
encourage these women to stay strong. I hope they enjoy as many smiles
and as much laughter as I do just by wearing The Pink Wig.”
Trotter has had progressive breast cancer three times. “The only time I
feel mad about my diagnosis is when I think of what my kids have had to
endure over the years. Why couldn’t I just be ‘normal mom,’ you know?”
Trotter was 37 when first diagnosed in February 2009 with estrogenpositive breast cancer and the BRAC2 gene mutation that dramatically
increases risk and recurrence. In all, she has undergone a double
mastectomy, five types of chemotherapy and immunotherapy. In April
she learned, “The breast cancer had spread to my lymph nodes and
bones. Receiving this news was beyond shocking.” In May she underwent
12 radiation treatments “to zap the lymph nodes that are being
stubborn.” Despite debilitating side effects, she got back on her feet in
June and took off with the family on a mission trip.
“The pink wig,” she explains, “stands for power – the power to live your
life and not let cancer rule. I cut off my long hair before it started falling
out, and shaved my head the day it did. My sister-in-law planned a girls’
night out and I wore a pink wig. I felt free. No one pitied me. I was just
having fun. I was not defined by my cancer. It was then that I realized that
every breast cancer survivor should have a pink wig.”
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Justin Jaggers has
performed many
genres of music,
from opera to jazz,
pop, hard rock, show
tunes and more.

JUSTIN JAGGERS (BM ‘12, MA ‘15)

EYE IN THE SKY

JUSTIN JAGGERS DOESN’T HAVE ANY PROBLEM GETTING “UP” FOR
HIS JOB. As a photographer and reporter for WMC-TV’s Chopper 5, his
office is 1,000 feet up in the air. He covers such events as fires, police
responses, car crashes and special news events.
As a multi-media journalist, Jaggers is a sort of “one-man band,”
handling photography, editing, scripting and voicing. So when he’s in
Chopper 5, he does both camera work and reporting, and although
you don’t see him in the back seat, that’s his voice you hear over the
live shot.
“Camera operation is much different working in the helicopter versus
working with a camera on the ground,” he says. “The camera on the
helicopter is mounted to the front, and I use this large joystick controller
in the back of the helicopter. The helicopter doesn’t exactly stay still and
often will circle around a scene.”
Weather conditions are always a factor. “Our pilot constantly checks to
make sure the winds aren’t too high or there isn’t lightning in the area,”
Jaggers says. “The helicopter is fairly small, so if the winds are too high
we could be tossed around a little. It’s happened before and it’s a little
scary. We don’t have special navigation equipment and rely primarily on
line of sight for our flights. So if it’s too foggy, we’re grounded.”
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Jaggers also has learned working in news is that you don’t get to pick
the story. “Sometimes you’ll be covering a fun story involving Memphis
in May or the lighting of the Christmas lights at Graceland. Then there
are other days where I try to prevent people from seeing something too
graphic on a shooting scene or crash. But people need to know what’s
going on in their area, so you have to tell them, good or bad.”
One of his favorite stories was covering the St. Jude Marathon last
year. “We got to do a lot of cool live shots and showed some of the
people running through downtown Memphis. There was a runner
dressed as Elvis, so we put him on TV.”
A versatile musician who plays bass and other instruments, he has
a second job as an event DJ for DeepBlu Entertainment. “On a typical
week, I’ll work about six days between two different jobs.”
The son of WREG-TV meteorologist Jim Jaggers, there’s a friendly
family rivalry that has developed. “Dad was the first person I called
when I got a job at WMC-TV, and he was happy for me. He’s given me
advice since he started out in Memphis as a reporter before becoming
a meteorologist. We joke around about being in direct competition since
we both work the same shift.”
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As a costume
assistant on The
Merry Wives of
Windsor, Zoe Vue
constructed a Greek
goddess dress.

ZOE VU (BFA ‘15)

DESIGNING WOMAN

TALK ABOUT AN AUSPICIOUS START. In April, Zoe Vu won the
Emerging Memphis Designers Project for her Singles Collection during
Memphis Fashion Week – an impressive achievement for anyone. Even
more amazing is that her fashions were the first sewing projects that
she had ever finished (aside from a lumpy pillow at age 8).
Vu entered three pieces – two dresses and a romper, which she
calls “athletic and comfortable but still very stylish.” A graphic designer
in the UofM’s External Relations Division, Vu began sewing only last
September. “I was looking for things I didn’t have in my closet yet,” she
explains. “I was having trouble shopping. I couldn’t find anything new or
innovative at the mall.”
When she started college, Vu did a lot of thrift store shopping, but
then became more selective about the pieces she bought. “I like classic
silhouettes with geometric, modern patterns,” she says.
“I had sewn bad Halloween costumes once or twice, but this was my
first time sewing anything for real.” Last fall she took a sewing class at
Memphis College of Art (MCA). How did that go? “We were supposed
to make a dress, but I didn’t finish.”
But her instructor and freelance costume designer Becca Klepko
must have spotted some potential talent. She invited Vu to help teach
two classes at MCA the next semester.
“We became fast friends,” Vu says. “Becca doesn’t use words to
teach so I just knew it was a good connection for me. Once I drew
50
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the designs out, it was really easy. I had trouble with draping, but Becca
gave me a couple of pointers on how to take fabric and put it straight
on a mannequin.” She also assisted Klepko with costumes for the UofM
Opera production of The Merry Wives of Windsor.
Producing the fashions for the Emerging Memphis Designer Project
was “100 percent trial and error,” she says. “I burned fabrics with the
iron, I found a lot of things that didn’t work. It’s a learning process when
trying to figure out which fabrics work and look expensive.”
Vu, who has taken up the guitar and is helping design skateboards,
is sketching out designs in preparation for launching her own clothing
line (Nomadic Vibe) next spring. “I want it to be a mix of ready-to-wear
pieces, simple enough to cut and sew in a bunch of different sizes, but
still be special,” she says.
The spring line is inspired by David Bowie and music festivals. “It
will be things I would wear if I were playing guitar on stage with David
Bowie – bold and psychedelic, but wearable.” The fall line is based on
the armor of roly polys (yes, the garden bugs). “Pleated leather, black
material like an oil spill, with a glossy shine,” she says. “I’m going to do
my own show and find my own venue and my own models. I’m really
excited. I want to keep things exciting and make things never seen
before.”
No doubt she will.
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Adam Didyk
with his Olympians,
Madeline Hills and
Jess Trengove.

ADAM DIDYK (BPS ‘03)

RIO GRAND

WHEN ADAM DIDYK WAS 8 YEARS OLD, HE RAN A ONE-MILE RACE
AT HIS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN AUSTRALIA. He kept looking around,
expecting to be passed. He never was — and that trend would continue
for many years as the youngster grew into a young man known as one
of the best distance runners in South Australia.
Didyk, who coached elite middle and distance runners for the
Australian Athletics Team at the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro this
summer, found himself looking to get away from Australia for a time
and thought he’d capitalize on what his running could offer.
“A number of coaches from programs within the NCAA were
attempting to recruit me,” he says. “Greg Russell (now UofM
publications editor) had a number of conversations with me, as did
my future teammates Ryan Smith and Hugh Ferry. This made me feel
confident that I was wanted in the program at Memphis.”
While Didyk ran for Memphis for only one year (2003), he was an
integral part of the team, making all-conference in cross country. “I
really loved my year in Memphis, and feel that I matured greatly as
an athlete. I had a really good group of guys to train with, and a very
different style of training to what I was used to in Australia. My indoor
conference meet was my highlight. I came third in the 5,000 meters,
and kicked home hard to place second in the 3,000 meters behind
teammate Maté Nemeth.”
The cross country races were amazing, Didyk says. “My best result
for the year came at the Chili Pepper Invitational at the University of
Arkansas. For some reason, I just had great legs that day and kept
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surprising myself throughout the race. I was fortunate that my dad
came over and saw that race, so it was a great moment.”
The sports psychology major says his greatest achievement was
graduating. “I was faced with a fairly heavy load of study given my one
year of eligibility, so I had to complete 60 hours from the time I arrived
in early January to the time I left in early December,” Didyk recalls.
While Didyk had planned to coach eventually, an injury accelerated
his timeline. “I had to have surgery on my Achilles tendon when I was
in my prime. When the surgeons told me I’d never be able to run at
the same level again, I offered to coach a friend of mine. That year he
improved significantly and won the South Australian State 1,500-meter
Championship. It just continued to grow from there.”
When Didyk did resume running, it wasn’t at the level he liked, and
he realized his athletes needed more of his time. He has coached
distance runner Jess Trengove (a Commonwealth Games bronze
medalist and Olympian) for eight years. He also coaches Madeline Hills,
a former junior standout.
“I believe the athletes own their races, and I support them to get to
that race ready,” Didyk says. “To know that I started a journey with both
athletes and we ticked one of the major boxes on the road to them
achieving their ultimate goals is a great feeling. I had failed to achieve
what I set out to as an athlete, so being recognized to work within
the Australian team had been validation of my choice to follow a new
pathway in coaching.”
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BANDING
TOGETHER
If it’s Tuesday, this must be … Italy? UofM students travel overseas for whirlwind music tour.

By Anita Houk
an a concert tour in Europe embody
the passion of a bullfighter and
the intensity of a Latin street band
marching through a kaleidoscope of
neon lights?
Absolutely. Just ask the intrepid 47 UofM
student musicians and three fearless leaders
who recently returned from an interlude
deserving a title.
How about: “The Summer of Our Dream
Content.”
“It was a pipe dream come true for me!”
says Dr. Albert Nguyen, UofM Scheidt School
of Music director of bands and a seasoned
traveler. “The reality is that I, too, would not
have had these opportunities, if it were not
for band.”
In nine days, the troubadours (as part of a
UofM Study Abroad group) visited five cities
— Salzburg and Ossiach in Austria; Venice,
Padova and Mirano in Italy — and gave three
performances at Dome Cathedral in Salzburg,
the Music Academy in Ossiach and the
International Music Meeting Festival in Mirano.
“The students played with pure passion,”
says Nguyen (pronounced WIN). “And they
had fun. We had several curtain calls.
“There was really an energy between
ensemble and audience, a sense of synergy
that happened in these concerts we gave that
went beyond what I had experienced as a
conductor. It was a life-altering experience.
“The intensity, being in another country,
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representing our country and our city: It was
the perfect scenario for greatness, for rising
and achieving and conquering.
“The most transformative moments? Our last
concert: Mirano, Italy.”
Theirs was no cookie-cutter trek. Two
years in the making, the plan was designed
specifically to rally UofM students, teach music
and, perhaps most importantly, to expand
horizons and deepen understanding for
antiquity, culture and nature’s grandeur.
No doubt, all of the troubadours had been
on an airplane before, Nguyen says, but some
had never been outside the Mid-South, and
most never outside of the United States. On
this trip, they got to float through Venetian
canals, sip robust Euro-style coffee alfresco
and explore the Alps.
“So, to experience their looks of wonder,”
Nguyen says, “to see them realize the world
is much smaller than they thought … to see
them look and point when words must fail
them … that changed my life too, and put me
on a different mission — for them.”
Musicians onboard — not all were music
majors — included members of the University’s
pep bands, Mighty Sound of the South, Wind
Ensemble and Symphony Orchestra.
Nguyen, who conducts the Wind Ensemble,
directs the graduate-level instrumental
conducting program and oversees the athletic,
symphonic and University bands, relished the
cross-pollination of musicians.

“Marching band students have become best
friends with doctoral music students, whom
otherwise they may have never met and made
music with.
“Some of the students rose much further
than I thought they were capable of, and
that was beautiful. The ones who really,
really evolved, they were around players they
normally don’t get to play with, some of
the best players in our school, and it
elevated them.
“Combine that with our students sharing a
concert and combining players with an Austrian
band, and that was great. Fantastic. The
common language was music.”
Considerable departmental support went
into the excursion, customized for the UofM by
Daniel Pittman of the travel firm Counterpoint,
himself a music man. Pittman earned his
doctorate at the UofM under then-director
of bands Sydney J. McKay, and is a professor
emeritus of music at Georgia Southern
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

University. Using insights and itineraries to fit
educational needs and constraints, Pittman
also helped pare the cost to $3,600 per
traveler, says Nguyen.
“A huge debt of gratitude is owed to Armand
Hall (associate director of bands), Fredrick
Brown (interim assistant director of bands),
Christine Snyder (master’s degree graduate
student in conducting), Tammy Hedges (vice
president of External Relations), Rebecca
Laumann (Study Abroad), and Daniel Kravina
and Daniel Pittman (both of Counterpoint).
They all did so much to make this trip classy,
educational and exciting.”
Another bonus, Nguyen says, “In addition
to the concerts, we had select students
perform in master classes with the Mozarteum
Chamber Players in Salzburg.”
On their march through time zones and
music genres, students performed works
inspired by Memphis as well as by John Philip
Sousa’s “America,” plus they played an Austrian
march with a community band in picturesque
Ossiach, near the Alps.
Also along was the spirit of an Arkansas
native son, the virtuoso French hornist,
conductor and composer Clifton Williams,
and his Symphonic Dance No. 3 (“Fiesta”).
This piece, one of five Symphonic Dances
commissioned by the San Antonio Symphony
Orchestra for its 25th anniversary in 1964,
evokes, as Williams described it, “the pageantry
of Latin-American celebration — street bands,
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

bull fights, bright costumes, the colorful legacy
of a proud people.”
And when the UofM students delivered it,
“The music part was amazing,” Nguyen says.
“We were bringing great students and we were
prepared.”
For Nyugen, also an Arkansas native son,
classical horn player and conductor, early
rehearsals in Memphis for “Fiesta” and other
pieces on the tour program were anything but

cause for celebration. “It wasn’t all that good.
And they knew it.
“But we shared the concern. They
understood what their role was, because they
didn’t want to go over there and lay an egg! So
they rehearsed, they practiced, they came in
prepared. In the end, all of the hard work and
frustration was more than worth it.”

Nguyen points to the importance of
instructors understanding the student
experience, maximizing student time and
preparing them best as possible for
everything from playing with verve to planning
for setbacks.
“Our last concert, in Mirano, Italy, that was
the high point.”
And yet, “The student musicians were
exhausted. I was worried they might not
perform at their best,” says their conductor.
“After we rehearsed, we talked.
“We talked about how the band assembled
for this concert was definitely a one-time-inhistory ensemble, because never would there
be the same collection of souls in this place
with this music ever again.”
Soon after, the concert hall filled, hushed
and the first notes rang out.
“I remember hearing the first piece and
thinking, ‘I think the audience likes us.’ Second
piece, and the audience was more enthusiastic,
and our students got better. The whole
trajectory of the concert was like that, just kept
getting better.
“They all knew it was going to be their final
opportunity to play this music in front of an
audience, and they left it all onstage. And it
was great. It was phenomenal.”
Next time? Southeast Asia, here they
come — Nguyen hopes.
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS

Top row, from left:
1. DeAngelo Williams, Honorary Outstanding Young Alumnus (center),
with National Alumni Association Board President Kim Barnett and
President M. David Rudd. 2. Anita Vaughn, Distinguished Alumna, with
her husband, James Vaughn. 3. The Silver Tiger award for each honoree.
Second row, from left:
1. Willie Gregory, Honorary Alumnus. 2. Freddie Towler, Distinguished
Alumnus (center), with family and friends. 3. The DAA featured live
entertainment throughout the festive evening.
Third row, from left:
1. Mike and Marian Bruns (center) celebrate their Honorary Alumni Award
with Alumni Board President Kim Barnett and President Rudd. 2. Barbara
Prescott, Distinguished Alumna, with husband Allie. 3. Judge Tim Dwyer,
Distinguished Alumnus, and his family.
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FAMILY AFFAIR

Sidney McLemore with his wife, Ruth.

THE COLUMNS

Sidney (second row,
fourth from left)
pictured as a
senior in the
DeSoto yearbook.

FAMILY AFFAIR
By Sidney L. McLemore (BS ’52)

“As a devoted fan of the University, I enjoy
reading stories about people’s successes and
family lives after gradation,” wrote Sidney
L. McLemore to The University of Memphis
Magazine. “My story is not about my life
accomplishments, but my struggle to go to
college in a different era. Some young people
will not relate, but many have the same
struggle today. Rising tuition has changed the
numbers, but not the challenge.”
Here is Sid’s story:
My family had not recovered from the
Great Depression when I graduated from high
school in 1948. My Dad lost his business, his
investments and his health, and when you lose
those things you lose most of your friends.
One friend created a menial job for Dad
that allowed us to keep our mortgaged house
and survive. He also allowed our family to use
some land for a pasture and garden. Even
though we lived in town we raised hogs and
grew our own vegetables. My brother and I
worked at any available job from the time we
were about 12 years old. My brother graduated
from high school in 1942 and enrolled at
Memphis State College. He supported himself
by working at a freight warehouse. After one
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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year he left to serve in the Navy during World
War II.
For my graduation, Mother and Dad asked
me to sit down with them at our kitchen table
one night and my Dad handed me a $50
bill and told me they were proud of me for
graduating. I thanked them because I knew
this was a real sacrifice for them. Then my
Dad asked me what I intended to with my
new-found wealth. I promptly answered than I
planned to buy a Bulova watch I had admired
at Sturdivant Jewelry and go to college. I had
never owned a watch and really wanted
that one.
“How much does the watch cost?” asked
Dad. “Thirty-eight dollars,” I replied. The absurd
reply shocked my Dad so much he couldn’t
resist laughing. “You plan to spend $38 on a
watch and go to college on $12?” I answered,
“Yes, sir. I guess I will have to keep on working.”
After graduation, a classmate and I
hitchhiked to Memphis from Milan. I slept on
my aunt and uncle’s couch, took the bus to
Memphis State and took the examination for
the Manning Scholarship. I won the scholarship,
which was for $100 and renewable for another
year. It was my salvation.
I knew Miss Mozelle Lundy, who was
assistant librarian at MSC, from my high school

days. She helped me get a job in the library
for 30 cents an hour. Students could only work
100 hours a month, so I already had income.
I later flipped hamburgers in the Tiger Den for
minimum wage (30 cents an hour plus a free
cheeseburger and milkshake for my lunch).
My parents sent me $30 a month. I took any
available summer job and worked weekends
as a night watchman. My Aunt Nora did my
laundry and fed me a great meal once a week.
After my sophomore year my parents told me
they could no longer send me money, but my
brother and his wife had graduated from UT
Knoxville and were working, so they would try
to send me $30 a month. I had to budget my
living expenses to $60 a month.
Thanks to Professor Manning’s scholarship,
Mozelle Lundy, Eunice and John McLemore,
Nora and Guy Hargrove, John and Lib
McLemore and others I cannot recall, I was
able to stay in school.
Today, I have a degree from Memphis State
College, a 68-year-old Bulova watch, and I
have repaid the Manning Scholarship tenfold.
Years later I sent my sister-in-law a check for
the $450 she and my brother sent me. She
never cashed it.
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A lot has changed
over the last 50 years.
Memphis State University
14,541 | ENROLLMENT
295 acres/27 buildings | CAMPUS SIZE
$9 million | OPERATING BUDGET
600 employees | WORKFORCE
1490 | NUMBER OF DEGREES CONFERRED

2016

1966
The University of Memphis
ENROLLMENT | 20,585
CAMPUS SIZE | 1,607 acres/239 buildings
OPERATING BUDGET | $478 million
WORKFORCE | 2500 employees
NUMBER OF DEGREES CONFERRED | 4210

You can be a part of the next 50.

Include the UofM Foundation
in your estate planning.
Note: All figures are rounded/approximated.

Those who make planned and estate gifts to the UofM Foundation are honored through membership
in the Columns Society. To share your intent or for more information on the benefits of giving from your
estate, please contact Dan H. Murrell, CFRE, at 901-678-2732 or dan.murrell@memphis.edu.
You can also visit memphis.mylegacygift.org.
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FLASH

BACK
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The University of Memphis was integrated in September 1959
by several students known as the “Memphis State Eight.” But
in 1954, another group of students — the “Memphis State Five”
— were the first African-Americans to attempt admission into
what was then called Memphis State College. Left to right in the
Administration Building’s atrium are Mardest Knowles, Nellie
Peoples, Joseph McGhee, Ruth Booker and Elijah Noel as they
await a meeting with President J.M. Smith to discuss admission.
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1970

Donald E. Godwin (MS),
chair and CEO of Godwin
PC, was named to D
Magazine’s 2016 list of “The
Best Lawyers in Dallas” in
recognition of his work in
commercial litigation. He has been named
to the list nine times.

1972

Janis L. Wilson (BA)
was a featured speaker
at RipperCon, a biennial
international conference
on the investigation of Jack
the Ripper’s crimes and
the policing practices of Victorian England.
Her topic was “Sherlock Holmes, Jack the
Ripper and Arthur Conan Doyle.” Wilson
also moderated a panel discussion on
the appeal of true crime versus fictional
crime. A commentator for the Investigation
Discovery channel, she has appeared on
multiple episodes of Scorned: Love Kills
and Evil Stepmothers. Wilson wrote the
Ripper-related novel Goulston Street
and was a guest lecturer at La Salle
University’s course on Mystery and
Detective Fiction.

1975

S. Newton “Newt”
Anderson (BA, JD ’81) was
invited to join the Claims
and Litigation Management
Alliance. The managing
partner of Spicer Rudstrom’s
Memphis office, Anderson has more than
30 years of experience as a trial lawyer. He
focuses his practice in general insurance
defense litigation, including automobile
litigation, products liability, premises
liability, insurance coverage litigation and
workers’ compensation defense, as well as
probate matters and commercial real estate
transactions.

1976

Jimmy Lackie (BBA)
was honored by Youth
Villages with the Clarence
Day Legacy Award for his
sustained dedication to
helping children. Lackie
has served on the Youth Villages national
board of directors and is now chair of its
58
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largest capital campaign to date, set to raise
$22 million to expand intensive residential
services at the Bartlett (Tenn.) Campus.
Larry Rice (JD) was named one of the
10 Best Family Law Attorneys for client
satisfaction by the American Institute of
Family Law Attorneys. He is senior partner
at Rice, Amundsen & Caperton.
Cary Rotter (BS) and Wendy Rotter,
owners of the Greater Memphis and
Northwest Mississippi Comfort Keepers
offices, were recognized with the Quest
for Excellence Award by CK Franchising,
the franchiser of Comfort Keepers
in-home care.

Russell Fowler (BA, JD
’87) was named director of
litigation and advocacy for
Legal Aid of East Tennessee
(LAET). LAET serves 26
counties and the cities of
Chattanooga, Knoxville and Johnson City.
He also teaches constitutional law at the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.
Fowler writes the column “History’s
Verdict” for the Tennessee Bar Journal and
is on the executive council of the Tennessee
Bar Association Litigation Law Section. He
has published more than 60 articles on law
and legal history.

1985

1979

Kathryn Stimson (MM) was honored by
the Music Teachers National Association
as an MTNA Foundation Fellow at its
national conference in San Antonio. She
teaches piano at Rhodes College and at the
Community Music School.

1980

Richard Alan Bunch (JD) of Davis, Calif.,
authored a new book of poems titled
Kottenmouth and Other Poems of Love. He
has written more than 60 books, including
three novels, two collections of short
stories, a book on philosophical topics,
five plays and more than 1,400 poems.
His previous work was the novel Seasons
of the Flesh.

1981

1984

Carol Coletta (BPS), a
leading expert on urban
transformation policy, joined
the Kresge Foundation as
a senior fellow with its
American Cities Practice.

Timothy E. Grubbs (BBA) is director of
professional development and career
services at King Abdullah University of
Science and Technology (KAUST) in Saudi
Arabia. KAUST is a graduate school for
science and technology and has the third
largest endowment in the world after
Harvard and Yale.

Randall Moore (BA), vice
president/associate broker
with Terry Moore and
Associates Inc. in Little Rock,
was elected to the national
CCIM (Certified Commercial
Investment Member) 20162017 board of directors in April.

1987

Capt. Ben Clancy (JD)
retired in 2015 from the
U.S. Navy Judge Advocate
General’s Corps after more
than 28 years of active duty,
including assignments in
Italy, Japan and Afghanistan. He also did a
tour aboard an aircraft carrier and served at
the Pentagon.
Ingrid Fulmer (BBA) is an associate
professor in the School of Management
and Labor Relations at Rutgers University.
She does research and teaches in the
areas of human resource management,
organizational behavior and business
ethics.

1988

Dr. Carole Blankenship (MM, DMA ’03),
an associate professor of music at Rhodes
College, received the Clarence Day Award
for Outstanding Research and/or Creative
Activity. Since joining the Rhodes faculty
in 1990, Blankenship has given numerous
lectures and vocal recitals, particularly
related to her scholarship on 20th century
composer Paul Bowles.
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1989

Phillip Tutor (BA),
commentary editor of The
Anniston (Ala.) Star, won
two first-place writing
awards at the Alabama
Press Association’s Best
Newspaper Contest in May. He took top
honors in the APA’s largest circulation
division for best human interest column
and best editorial or commentary column.

1990

Mindy Okeon Mattingly
(JD) joined Marx-Bensdorf
Realtors as an affiliate
broker. A licensed attorney,
she previous practiced law
with Glankler Brown. She
also has served as director of development
at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital and the
Jewish Foundation of Memphis.

commissioner for legislative affairs since
2011. Nagoshiner earned her MBA from
Belmont University. *

1999

Matt Buyer (JD) is senior vice president
and trust services adviser for Pinnacle
Financial Partners.

2000

Elizabeth Gentzler (BA,
JD ’04) graduated from the
U.S. Army Judge Advocate
General’s Legal Center
and School in February.
She completed officer
training at Fort Benning last fall and was
commissioned as a first lieutenant in the
U.S. Army Reserve JAG Corps. Gentzler
participated in Military Operational Law
events being held at Fort Dix, N.J., this
spring.

2002

1992

W. David Darnell (BA) joined the law firm
of Leitner, Williams, Dooley & Napolitan as
of counsel.

1993

Marjorie S. Baker (JD) is a member of
the trusts, estates and personal planning
service team at the law firm Wyatt,
Tarrant & Combs.

1994

Chad A. Cardwell (BBA,
MBA ’04), an attorney
with the Cardwell Law
Firm, was certified as an
Accredited Estate Planner
(AEP) by the National
Association of Estate Planers & Councils.
The AEP designation is a graduate level
specialization in estate planning.

1995

Dennis G. Sadler (MS, JD ’06) joined
the Memphis office of law firm Leitner,
Williams, Dooley & Napolitan.

Holly Guthrie (BBA) is director of events at
Memphis College of Art.

Kirk Caraway (BA, JD ’97) was named a
“Best of the Bar” finalist and honoree by
the Memphis Business Journal. He is a
partner with Allen, Summers, Simpson,
Lillie & Gresham.

Dr. Debra Coplon (BSN, MSN ’08) opened
her own family health care practice in East
Memphis, Hope Primary Care. She earned
her doctorate in clinical nursing practice
from the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center in 2013. Coplon holds the
designation of Diplomate of Comprehensive
Care.

1998

Valerie Nagoshiner
(BBA) was appointed
chief of staff for the
Tennessee Department
of Health (TDH). She had
served as TDH assistant
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2003

Andre B. Mathis (BA, JD ’07) joined the
Glankler Brown law firm.
Dr. Rashawn Ray (BA) was promoted
to associate professor with tenure in the
Department of Sociology at the University
of Maryland, College Park. He earned a
PhD in sociology from Indiana University
in 2010. From 2010-2012, Ray was a
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation health
policy research scholar at the University
of California, Berkeley/University of
California, San Francisco.

2004

Jonathan “Blake” Vaughan (BA) accepted
an appointment as a Foreign Service officer
with the U.S. Department of State.

2005

Margaret Pratt (BA) started
her own travel agency,
Margaret Pratt Travel, after
30 years in the industry. Her
business is an affiliate of
Brownell, the oldest travel
agency in North America.

2006

John O. Alexander IV (JD), a partner with
Rainey, Kizer, Reviere & Bell, was appointed
to a two-year term on the Commission
on Continuing Legal Education by the
Tennessee Supreme Court.

2007

Amanda Gibbons
Duquette (MPA) is vice
president of marketing and
communications for Girl
Scouts of Northeast Texas,
where she is responsible
for marketing and brand management for a
32-county territory.
Amber Floyd (BSEd, JD ’10)
was selected as the winner
in the “Ace Associate”
category in the Memphis
Business Journal’s inaugural
Best of the Bar Awards. She
is a senior associate with the Wyatt, Tarrant
& Combs Litigation & Dispute Resolution
Service Team.

2008

TJ Werre (BA), sports anchor for WJTV-TV
in Jackson, Miss., won the Mississippi
AP Broadcasters award for Best TV
Sportscaster in a large market for the third
straight year. His WJTV team also won the
Best Sportscast-Sports Program award for
the second year in a row.

2009

Darnell Arnoult (MFA) published the
poetry collection Galaxie Wagon. A
reviewer wrote, “Arnoult’s work is grounded
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in the Southern tradition of storytelling, and
she never shies away from larger themes —
the grand puzzles of attraction or mortality.”
Katie A. Kiihnl (JD), an attorney with
Boyd Collar Nolen & Tuggle of Atlanta,
was named a Rising Star by Georgia Super
Lawyers.

2010

Sarah M. Turner (JD) is an associate
attorney with Leitner, Williams, Dooley &
Napolitan

2014

Cody Fletcher (BA) joined
Junior Achievement of
Memphis and the MidSouth as director of special
events and marketing.
He previously served in
a number of educational and leadership
roles, including operations manager for
River City Motors Inc. Fletcher is pursuing
an MS degree in instruction and curriculum
leadership at the UofM.
Wesley Fox (JD) joined
Shea Moskovitz & McGhee
as an associate attorney.
Previously he served as a
Title IV-D attorney for Shelby
County.

2011

Matt Cook (MFA) is poet laureate of
Milwaukee. He is the author of four
collections of poetry, including Proving
Nothing to Anyone.
Allison Hennie (MA) joined the Memphis
Urban Art Commission as a project
manager.

Jody Stokes-Casey (MA) joined the
Memphis Urban Art Commission as a
project manager.

Bailey Hill (BBA, JD ’14),
an attorney with the Crone
Law Firm, was admitted to
the Mississippi State Courts,
the Northern and Southern
Districts of Mississippi and
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals after
passing the Mississippi Bar Examination
this spring. She is licensed to practice law in
both Tennessee and Mississippi.

2015

2012

Tara Mae Mulroy (MFA) and Ruth
Baumann (MFA ’15) created a new literary
journal, Nightjar.
Gayla Schaefer (MPA) is community
relations and PR coordinator for the
Marketing and Communications
Department of Visit South Walton. Schaefer
has worked in freelance media and
leadership, most recently for Orangehat
Marketing, South Walton Community
Council and Friends of South Walton Sea
Turtles.

Jung Han Kim (MFA) directed William
Shakespeare’s tragedy Titus Andronicus
at The Rose Playhouse, Bankside, London,
in July.
Brittany Williams (JD) was hired as
the first City of Memphis Neighborhood
Preservation Fellow. She assists in
case handling and management for
Neighborhood Preservation Act cases and
other Environmental Court cases filed by
the city.

2016

Shiloh Guin (BSEE) joined
Pickering’s Memphis
electrical team as an
electrical intern.

Patrick Silva (BSME)
is a mechanical intern
with Pickering’s Memphis
mechanical team.

2013

Jonnye McElyea (MS) is a structural
engineer with Allen & Hoshall.

* Lambuth University Graduate
Alumni Association Member
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Regional Club Spotlight:

St. Louis

Ashlee Roberts (BA ’08) is assistant director
for the Office of Student Life at University of
Missouri-St. Louis, where she plans diversity
and community service programs, and advises
student organizations. Her professional life
reflects her experience at the University of
Memphis, where she presided over Students
Advocating Service and NAACP and was a
member of several other organizations. She
is pursuing her PhD in higher education
administration at Saint Louis University.
“Upon moving to St. Louis after graduate
school, I eagerly sought an opportunity to get
involved in the alumni club because I wanted
to extend my service and commitment to
the University’s success and development,”
Roberts said. “I also see it as a great
opportunity to connect to other alumni and
have a piece of Memphis near me.”
The St. Louis Alumni Club has been active
in hosting watch parties for Tiger football and
basketball games, and they have plans for
continued growth. The board will continue
to facilitate networking opportunities and will
implement a planning committee. Upcoming
events could include a visit to a winery,
catching a Cardinals game or one of the
many free musical events that St. Louis offers.
Members will strive to support each other in
personal endeavors, making the city a home
away from home. In addition, the group will
help students in the area to become Memphis
Tigers.
Visit memphis.edu/alumni/stlouis or contact
alumniassociation@memphis.edu for more
information. ‘Like’ the St. Louis Alumni Club
on Facebook or follow them on Twitter:
@MemTigersSTL.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ANNOUNCING THE LAUNCH OF

THE UofM’s OFFICIAL CROWDFUNDING SITE!

Be on the lookout for grassroots fundraising efforts from engaged
students, faculty and staff for projects that advance our campus.
Just one more way that the UofM community continues to create,
innovate and discover in remarkable ways!

Send our Journalism students to the Olympics!

Frosh Camp

Check out our current projects at MomentUM.memphis.edu
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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2

4

5

6

7

1

Students participate in the annual Mudball Tournament.

2

The athletic landscaping crew is vital to the success of Tiger sports. From left are James Getter, TJ Brewer (assistant director of
Athletic Turf & Grounds Management), Will Woods, Sam McCormack, A.D. Ellis, Hayden Scott, Austin Miller and Corey Worlds.
Matt Scott is not pictured.

3

Pouncer and a pal enjoying Pouncer’s Birthday Bash.

4

Dr. Richard Ranta and his wife, Dr. Carol Crown Ranta, celebrate his retirement after more than four decades as dean of the
College of Communication and Fine Arts.

5

Fans attend the Tiger football scrimmage in Nashville.

6

UofM alumna, author, philanthropist and businesswoman Tina Santi Flaherty visited campus in April to discuss “5 Things You
May Not Know About Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis,” based on her book about Onassis.

7

Tiger football fans enjoy a tailgate before watching the scrimmage in Nashville.
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8
9

10

12

13

11

14

8

Students Bradley Warner, Andrew Mok and Dalton Fulcher at the Student Ambassador Board Basketball Tournament.

9

Student Ambassador Board members help Pouncer celebrate at his Birthday Bash. From left, back row, are Dalton Fulcher,
Jared Moses, Karla Bonner, Shelby Piggott and Rocio Agundis; and front row, Justice Allen and Carly David.

10

Students get down and dirty during their annual Mudball Tournament.

11

Former Tiger football player Paxton Lynch receives his degree at Commencement in May.

12

Bill Watkins (BBA ’67), John Golon, Jim Campbell and Ben Watkins (BBA ’78) hit the links for the FCBE Alumni
Chapter Golf Tournament.

13

Ben Gardner (BBA ’14, MS ’15) and Kevin Clynes (BBA ’09, MS ’12) participate in the FCBE Alumni
Chapter Golf Tournament.

14

More than 50 Memphis Pom Squad alumni come together for a reunion dance at halftime as the Tigers play Tulsa.
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IN MEMORIAM

The University of Memphis Alumni
Association expresses sympathy to
the families and friends of these
individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by decades)
1940s-50s
Jere Baxter Albright ’58, Feb. ’16
O. Norris Avey Jr. ’58, ’68, June ’16
Mary Alice Ball ’49, Feb. ’16
Rebecca T. Belknap ’50, April ’16
Josephine M. Brown ’42, March ’16
James Calhoun ’59, Jan. ’16
Gordon M. Chapman ’56, April ’16
Rev. Leslie Robert Clark ’59, Jan. ’16
Leroy B. Cosby ’50, April ’16
Holloway Cromer Jr. ’50, April ’16
Janice M. Dacus ’57, ’60, March ’16
Walter L. Day ’58, Feb. ’16
Ailene S. Driscoll ’59, ’70, March ’16
Sylvia Y. Edwards ’53, ’81, March ’16
Dr. Shirley C. Fitzgerald ’47, April ’16
Cecil S. Ford ’54, ’64, May ’16
Hal A. Gerber ’49, March ’16
Brewer Lee Hefner ’56, Jan. ’16
Pernie Montgomery Hester ’58, Jan. ’16
Nadine Belk Shannon Hicks ’58, Feb. ’16
Margaret E. Hight ’52, March ’16
Carrick A. Hill ’54, March ’16
Diane F. Howell ’58, May ’16
Bayliss Lee ’50, April ’16
Frank W. McBride Jr. ’51, May ’16
Virginia S. McClain ’53, May ’16
Henry S. Mills ’51, May ’16
William Robert Morat ’51, Jan. ’16
Charlotte R. Munson ’49, April ’16
James R. Murphy Jr. ’53, May ’16
Margaret M. Peyton ’59, ’84, March ’16
Edwin H. Poole ’57, May ’16
Edward L. Powell ’58, June ’16
George Winfield Rhodes ’49, Feb. ’16
Helen T. Roberts ’56, June ’16
Anne Marie Desaix Robertson ’51, Jan. ’16
Billy Ted Russell ’55, Feb. ’16
Charles Ashley Saffell ’58, Jan. ’16
Betty B. Shannon ’50, ’68, April ’16
Rev. William B. Springer ’57, March ’16
Helen M. Stahl ’53, May ’16
Leslie T. Tolley ’59, Sept. ’15
Dr. Donald Thomas Tubbs ’55, ’60, ’77, Jan. ’16
Jack Turner ’58, March ’16
Lyle B. White Jr. ’59, April ’16
Jerry E. Whitehorn ’58, April ’16
Wesley Wayne Wiggins* ’49, Nov. ’15
John D. Worley ’50, May ’16
1960s-70s
Carlton D. Anderson ’63, Feb. ’16
Shirley K. Barnett ’69, Feb. ’16
Jo Evelyn Bawcum ’72, Jan. ’16
Ronetta J. Bonds ’72, March ’16
Joyce S. Bousson ’67, ’71, April ’16
T. Louis Branning Jr. ’71, May ’16
Bartley A. Brennan ’74, June ’16
Guylene Carter Brown ’63, Feb. ’16
Mary B. Brown ’70, March ’16
Thomas A. Brown ’66, April ’16
Susan H. Brunson ’75, ’92, March ’16
Kathleen B. Bryant ’62, April ’16
Ronnie Burrage ’70, ’75, June ’16
Martha Cartwright ’75, Jan. ’16
Alice T. Castillo ’64, March ’16
Elona P. Charbonnet ’70, ’91, April ’16
Margaret M. Conway ’67, ’68, June ’16
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Greta F. Correia ’79, March ’16
Agnes A. Crisci ’69, May ’16
James D. Crouch ’60, April ’16
Rebecca Jane Hurley Day ’74, Feb. ’16
Dr. Charles Burton Dill ’65, Feb. ’16
R.J. Duncan ’67, June ’16
Alfredo R. Eduardo ’79, Jan. ’16
Betty J. Edwards ’78, May ’16
Rodney P. Faulk ’62, Feb. ’16
Bert E. Fletcher ’68, April ’16
Sara Ackerman Frey ’64, Jan. ’16
Jimmy Gillespie ’68, ’70, June ’16
Victor Frank Giusti ’70, Jan. ’16
Norman E. Glatt ’70, Jan. ’16
James J. Goate ’76, April ’14
Shirley G. Gore ’71, ’73, April ’16
Wesley G. Grace Jr. ’72, March ’16
Henry D. Hart ’69, ’71, ’01, March ’16
Miriam T. Heine ’79, March ’16
John M. Higgason Jr. ’75, Jan. ’16
Thomas Lee Hinson ’75, Feb. ’16
William “Mike” Hjort ’75, Feb. ’16
Margie J. Hobbs ’65, ’70, March ’16
Judith T. Huff ’64, ’90, June ’16
Dr. James T. Johnson ’66, ’69, ’71, April ’16
Peggy P. Johnson ’71, ’72, April ’16
Harry A. Jones ’73, May ’16
Carole L. Katz ’64, March ’16
Margaret P. Kent ’77, March ’16
John H. Kinnaird ’70, May ’16
George Lapides ’64, June ’16
Glenn L. Leddy ’64, April ’16
Wilma M. Luttrell ’70, May ’16
Dell S. McClaren ’66, ’78, May ’16
John Joseph McCommon ’61, Feb. ’16
John W. McCullough ’75, April ’16
Robert H. Miller ’72, ’82, April ’16
Hazelene K. Mills ’60, March ’16
Michael W. Mingea ’71, April ’16
Anna S. Murchison ’63, ’75, May ’16
Edwin S. Necaise ’64, ’74, March ’16
Gene B. Nichols ’68, ’71, Feb. ’16
Paul G. Norman ’68, May ’16
Charles C. Ozier ’66, Feb. ’16
Word B. Patton ’61, June ’16
Carolyn Frances Pecotte ’69, ’70, Jan. ’16
Cenner Pointer Jr. ’75, March ’16
Joan Presley ’70, Feb. ’16
Charles B. Presson ’79, May ’16
John W. Price III ’73, Dec. ’15
Ann Lucas Pugh ’75, Feb. ’16
Alice S. Quenichet ’76, April ’16
Andrew C. Rambo ’70, ’74, April ’16
David Thomas Rauls ’65, Feb. ’16
Jeffrey G. Reece ’76, ’87, May ’16
Johnny T. Reynolds ’69, ’74, Feb. ’16
Charles L. Rohling ’78, May ’16
Bobby Joe Rosson ’60, Feb. ’16
Thomas Gerry Rutherford ’76, Feb. ’16
William J. Seager ’71, April ’16
Arnold E. Semsch Jr. ’74, May ’16
Gertrude Jones Settles ’70, Feb. ’16
Betty Logan Smith ’69, Jan. ’16
George A. Smith ’68, April ’16
George Noah Starr ’79, Feb. ’16
John Henry Swanigan ’74, Feb. ’16
Dorothy W. Tennyson ’68, Feb. ’16
Kenneth M. Tillman ’68, ’70, June ’16
Raymond L. Thomas Jr. ’65, June ’16
James W. Thompson ’62, March ’16
Frankie D. Tolley ’63, May ’16
Alice Jean Turner ’75, Feb. ’16
Jean M. Walsh ’68, June ’16
Kenneth T. Wilburn ’69, March ’16
Ramona H. Williams ’79, March ’16
Arnetta Louise Wilson ’70, Feb. ’16
Carolyn Doris Wright ’71, Jan. ’16
Dr. Robert F. Wright ’77, April ’16

Michael S. Callicott ’84, ’96, May ’16
Sheila Kay Thweatt Campbell ’88, Feb. ’16
Forrest Carr ’80, Feb. ’16
Parker Cole Conley ’83, Feb. ’16
Michael S. Cooley ’93, ’13, March ’16
H. Andrew Crisler III ’90, June ’16
Clifford Y. Davis III ’89, March ’16
Natalie L. Davis ’87, June ’16
Dr. Timothy C. Edwards ’93, ’96, March ’16
Crystal K. Ferrell ’87, Jan. ’16
Donnie Ferren ’81, Feb. ’16
Dr. John K. Fockler ’82, May ’16
Norma Lee Miller Ford ’81, Feb. ’16
Carol G. Gentry ’81, May ’16
Sharon D. Grimaldi ’90, June ’16
Sydney A. Harrison ’94, May ’16
Dr. Sonja H. Hickey ’85, March ’16
Rev. Carl O. Isaacson ’88, May ’16
Bessie Anderson Jackson ’80, March ’16
Joanne Martin Jenkins ’80, ’83, Jan. ’16
Gary Joffe ’81, May ’16
Kristen S. Keene ’80, Feb. ’16
David H. Kelly ’81, April ’16
Deborah Kane Lambert ’83, Feb. ’16
Perry M. Lewis ’84, April ’16
Dr. Anne G. Lorance ’91, May ’16
Michael M. Lowe ’86, Feb. ’16
William L. McCord Jr. ’83, April ’16
Maria “Tilly” Meyers ’94, Jan. ’16
Suzanne S. Michelson ’88, ’94, April ’16
Gerald D. Murley Jr. ’90, Feb. ’16
Maxine M. Phillips ’96, May ’16
Dr. Cynthia DeHaven Pitcock ’85, Feb. ’16
David Rainey ’83, Feb. ’16
Christopher A. Reed ’84, ’85, June ’16
Chiquita Rufus ’82, April ’16
Dr. Naby Y. Sankhon ’92, ’11, March ’16
George Roderick Smith ’96, Feb. ’16
Charles Warren Taylor Jr. ’83, Jan. ’16
Chad E. Weatherford ’99, March ’16
Dr. Arthur J. Williams ’80, March ’16
Pastoria D. Williams ’80, March ’16
Karen S. Wilson ’84, May ’16
2000s
Sylvia J. Cooper ’05, March ’16
James P. Goings ’11, May ’16
Melissa D. Labonte ’02, ’14, April ’16
Daniel P. Mazeika ’07, April ’16
Gabrielle E. Mondi ’13, May ’16
Jarvette Morris-Harris ’07, Jan. ’16
Suzanne N. Morrison ’00, March ’16
Mandi C. Preston ’08, March ’16
Mary L. Rhodes ’07, April ’14
Jason H. Robinson ’01, May ’16
Faculty/Staff
Carol Ferguson ’69, Oct. ’15

1980s-90s
Zul-Jalaal Suliemaan “Solomon” Abdullah ’91, Jan. ’16
Charlotte E. Baird ’80, March ’16
Daniel A. Bousson ’86, March ’16

* Lambuth University graduate

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

DAVE BROWN

BS ’67

Uof M Alumni Association Life Member
• Chief Meteorologist Emeritus,
WMC Action News 5
• College of Arts and Sciences Outstanding
Alumni Award
• Charles B. Thornton Outstanding
Journalism Alumni Award
• Certified Broadcast Meteorologist by
the American Meteorological Society
• National Weather Association Seal of
Approval for Broadcast Meteorology
• Emmy Award
• Silver Circle Member of the Midsouth
Chapter of the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
• Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Alumnus

TOGETHER, WE
MAKE MEMPHIS
STRONGER
University of Memphis Alumni Association
Your connection to this campus does not have to end when you graduate.
Join the University of Memphis Alumni Association and stay connected.
Visit memphis.edu/alumni or call 901.678.ALUM
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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WAR STORIES: IN THEIR OWN WORDS

+ Thinking Outside the Box + Unleashing a Giant + Giving Them a Sporting Chance + Blue Collar Legend
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